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Abstract

This paper estimates local spillovers from high-rise, market rate buildings in developing coun-

try cities. We exploit a unique policy experiment in Mumbai that suddenly led 15% of central

city land occupied by the city’s defunct textile mills to be redeveloped into high-rises during

the 2000s. Using a unique set of newly digitized data, we find sizable local spillovers consistent

with these new developments gentrifying their surrounding neighborhoods. To quantify the

distributional consequences, we develop and estimate a dynamic quantitative urban model

with informality and slum evictions. The mill redevelopment benefits residents in aggregate

by increasing residential housing supply and providing valuable commercial floorspace for

formal firms, but inflicts large costs on forcibly relocated slum dwellers. Making Mumbai’s

current compensation policy for evicted slum residents more generous would make it so the

policy had no losers.
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1 Introduction

By 2050, over two billion people will move into cities in Asia and Africa (United Nations (2018)).

India will account for the majority of this, where cities are projected to produce 70% of new jobs

and GDP by 2030.1 A huge amount of new housing will be built to accommodate this rapid

urban growth and the rising incomes of residents. McKinsey (2010) estimates India will need to

build residential and commercial floorspace equivalent to a new Chicago every year. And large

portions of this new construction will be market-rate high-rises in desirable central areas. Among

all residential real estate projects launched in India’s seven largest cities in 2019, more than 52%

were high rises with Mumbai and Delhi recording figures over 70% (Anarock (2019)).

While there is no doubt this wave of high-rise development will redraw these cities’ skylines,

its impacts on residents are unclear and fiercely debated. Economists typically argue that increas-

ing floorspace supply lowers rents, allows productive cities to expand and improves overall wel-

fare and economic performance (Glaeser and Gyourko (2018); Hsieh and Moretti (2019)). How-

ever, many policy makers, affordable housing advocates and journalists oppose new market-rate

high-rises. They argue they cater to high earners and gentrify surrounding areas as local house

prices and amenities rise, displacing previous residents (Florida, 2019). These same arguments

are amplified in developing country cities, where slum residents nearby may be even more at risk

from displacement if they can be easily evicted (Friedman (2014); Anand and Parussini (2017)).

This paper provides evidence on spatial spillovers from high-rise developments in Mumbai,

one of the developing world’s largest megacities. While previous literature has focused on spatial

spillovers from changes in housing quality in the US,2 the focus has primarily been on impacts on

house prices. Yet increasing the stock of high-quality housing—especially through large changes

induced by high-rises—could lead to broader impacts on economic activity. This paper asks how

new high-rise developments affect the nature of economic activity in surrounding neighborhoods,

summarized not only by impacts on house prices but also slum redevelopment, informal and

formal employment, demographic composition (measured through resident’s education levels)

and population density. We then seek to understand the distribution of winners and losers, and

how this is shaped by government policy determining how developers who redevelop slums

must compensate evicted slum dwellers. However, we face three key challenges in answering

these questions.

The first challenge is that decisions by developers to build a high-rise in any location may

be correlated with underlying trends in the desirability of its neighborhood. In other words, the

construction of modern high-rises may cause a surrounding neighborhood to gentrify or, instead,

developers may choose to build high-rises in already gentrifying neighborhoods.3

1Its largest city, Mumbai, which accounts for over 6% of national GDP will itself have a GDP larger than many
countries (McKinsey (2010)).

2See Owens and Sarte (2010); Autor et al. (2014); Hornbeck and Keniston (2017); Diamond and McQuade (2019).
3The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines gentrification as “a process in which a poor area (as of a city) experiences
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This paper addresses the first challenge by exploiting a unique natural experiment that led all

of Mumbai’s 58 textile mills, covering 15% of land in the central city (602 acres), to come onto the

market for redevelopment at the same time during the 2000s. The textile mills hark back to a time

of industrial prominence during the late 19th and early 20th centuries when Mumbai was known

as the “Manchester of the East.” However, the industry then declined through the second half of

the century and the mills ultimately ceased operation in the 1990s. While this experience is shared

by many cities across the world which typically redevelop industrial parcels into new residential

and commercial properties befitting their modern economies,4 what made Mumbai unique was

the outsized influence of the mill workers’ labor unions. These unions successfully lobbied the

Maharashtra state government to prevent the mill owners from redeveloping these plots (other

than at huge cost), and as a result they lay vacant during the 1990s.

This all changed with the passage of the Development Control Rules Regulation 58 (DCR

58) in 2001 that de facto lifted these restrictions. For reasons detailed in Section 2 (and verified

through event studies of house prices), the change was unanticipated and led to the construction

of high-end residential and commercial towers on a majority of sites after it was upheld by India’s

Supreme Court in 2006. A first look at satellite imagery from a handful of mills in Figure 1 shows

the stark change in these neighborhoods, with large towers going up on each mill (outlined in

blue) and nearby slums being cleared and converted into formal buildings.

The second challenge is that even with plausibly exogenous variation in high-rise construc-

tion, it is rare to have sufficiently granular data in a developing country city to measure its impact.

We address this by first digitizing new administrative datasets including: i) digitized records from

Maharashtra Department of Registrations of Stamps providing government assessed floorspace

values across more than 900 subzones between 1993 and 2013; ii) over 8,000 hand-drawn maps

of census enumeration blocks we digitized in order to geolocate the universe of formal and infor-

mal establishments across the 1998, 2005 and 2013 economic censuses; iii) population data from

the 2001 and 2011 censuses obtained across 227 election wards. We then use machine learning to

measure the changing educational composition of neighborhoods between 2001 and 2016 from

the changes in the names of the residents who live there. This is made feasible by the fact that

names are informative about caste and religion (Bhagavatula et al., 2019), which in turn is pre-

dictive of education and socioeconomic status. Lastly, we use high resolution remotely-sensed

daytime satellite imagery to measure the location of slums over the same period.

With this database in hand, we proceed to measure spillovers from the mill redevelopments

on nearby neighborhoods. We find patterns consistent with an overall gentrification of neighbor-

hoods near to but not containing mills: the i) price of formal sector floorspace rises; ii) the share

of land with slums falls; iii) informal employment (more likely to occur in slums) falls; and iv) the

an influx of middle-class or wealthy people who renovate and rebuild homes and businesses and which often results
in an increase in property values and the displacement of earlier, usually poorer residents”.

4For example, the Meatpacking district in New York, West Town in Chicago, Docklands and Hackney Wick in
London, and the Cheonggyecheon restoration project in Seoul.
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Figure 1: Apollo, Simplex and Hindoostan Mills

(a) 2000

(b) 2016

Note: Figure shows satellite images for the Apollo, Simplex and Hindoostan Mills in 2000 and 2016 (demarcated by
the blue boundaries).
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average education of residents rises. Contrary to the idea that commercial high rises may increase

productivity in nearby areas in the presence of agglomeration economies, we do not find evidence

that formal employment increases near mills which are redeveloped into commercial high rises

(although they do drive large increases in formal employment on redeveloped sites themselves).

Contrary to the idea that residential high rises should increase population density by allowing

more individuals to live on a parcel of land, we find that population density actually falls near

mill sites. This is consistent with rich, higher-educated residents moving in and consuming more

floorspace than the slum dwellers that lived there previously.5

Our key identifying assumption is that locations containing and nearby the textile mills were

not experiencing differential trends in outcomes absent the DCR 58 policy change, conditional on

controls and broader neighborhood fixed effects. We provide four pieces of evidence consistent

with this. First, we run an event study with formal sector floorspace prices where we have annual

data around the policy. There is no significant pretrend in prices leading up the policy change, but

substantial growth thereafter. Second, we run a placebo check measuring proximity to both mills

and other similarly-sized plots of industrial land as of 1991. If the results are being driven by a

general process of gentrification of old industrial areas, then we should find the same spillovers

from both types of industrial plots. We find no spillovers on outcomes from exposure to these

industrial plots that looked like but were not textile mills. Third, we run a coarser event study

examining the dynamics of employment across the three rounds of the economic census. We see

no impacts of mill exposure on employment between 1998 and 2005, with all the effects coming

between 2005 and 2013 (after the 2006 Supreme Court decision which ultimately drove the mill

redevelopments). Fourth, we show no change in roads—the one public good we can accurately

measure—near the mills. Had the government responded to the policy by providing more public

goods in the area, this could have driven some of the price effects.6

These results establish that the construction of high-rises on mill sites had large spillovers

onto economic activity in surrounding neighborhoods. In addition to house price effects, we

find that slums, employment and residential sorting patterns also changed. This reallocation

of economic activity across the city could have aggregate implications that are soaked up in the

constant term of our regressions. They also suggest a potential for rich distributional effects: while

all residents may be (indirectly) affected by the reorganizaton of economic activity some—such

as those evicted from redeveloped slums—may be more acutely affected than others.

To shed light on these questions, we develop and estimate a quantitative spatial equilibrium

model of a city. We extend recent work modeling spatial equilibrium (e.g. Ahlfeldt et al. (2015),

5We provide evidence that slums have much higher population densities than locations with formal housing. While
slums do not provide a lot of floorspace per unit of land, they do allow for many residents to live on a unit of land
given the very small size of housing units in slums. See Table A3.

6Consistent with public goods not responding, zoning (determining land use regulations, building heights and so
on) and plans for public good construction in Mumbai are undertaken in very discrete intervals. Zoning and public
goods development plans in our period of study were determined by the 1991 Development Plan. It wasn’t until 2016
that the Development Plan was updated once more, after our period of analysis.
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Caliendo et al. (2019)) to the features relevant in our context. Our model is dynamic and features

multiple groups of workers, informal and formal land use and firms, and slum evictions. Within

each period, the distribution of workers across space and the share of land in each location devel-

oped formally or informally is taken as given and a standard static spatial equilibrium is attained.

Across periods, residents make decisions about whether and where to move and developers make

decisions about whether to redevelop slums to formal floorspace.

The core economics of the model come from an endogenous amenity which increases with

the average education level of residents nearby. We allow for the possibility that higher-educated

workers are more willing to pay for amenities. When new high-rises (of high amenity) are built,

more higher-educated residents move in. This in turn increases amenities close by, raising formal

sector floorspace prices and increasing the return to developers from redeveloping slums in those

locations. Developers convert slums with an elasticity that summarizes conversion costs. Infor-

mal employment, which has a comparative advantage in slums, also falls. These channels simply

capture the main forces documented in the reduced form analysis.

We directly model the slum redevelopment policy in Mumbai, whereby developers need to

compensate a fraction of slum dwellers if they want to redevelop a slum.7 Residents who live on

redeveloped slums are forced to move from their current place of residence, therefore paying a

moving cost. Those eligible are compensated by the developers (around 80%), but the remainder

are not.

We estimate the model via indirect inference. Given a vector of structural parameters, we

calibrate the model’s unobservables to the pre-period equilibrium and simulate the impact of

building high-rises on the mill sites holding all other model unobservables constant. We then

run the same regressions on the model-generated data and search over parameters until these

match their empirical counterparts. The identification assumption is therefore the same as in

the empirics, namely that the change in economic activity surrounding the mills is orthogonal

to trends in unobserved amenities and productivities in those neighborhoods.8 Our parameter

estimates imply a large elasticity of amenities to the average education of residents of 0.8 in line

with Tsivanidis (2022). We find a spatial decay of amenities of 0.136 between half and a fifth of

Ahlfeldt et al. (2015)’s estimates for Berlin, meaning that spillovers decrease by about 75% with

10 minutes of travel time and decay almost completely 30 minutes out. Lastly, we find a semi-

elasticity of slum conversion to the relative profitability of formal development of 4.94, providing

the first estimate of a slum conversion elasticity to the literature.

We then use the model to quantify the welfare consequences from the policy. Total societal

7As discussed in Section 2, the compensation is a 25 m2 housing unit the developer must build.
8Given that we observe many channels of adjustment to the redevelopments in the data, it is not clear from the

reduced form what precisely is driving the spillovers. By incorporating these various channels of adjustment, such
as residential sorting and slum redevelopment, the model identifies the strength of the underlying spillovers through
what these channels are unable to explain by themselves. The model also allows for spatial linkages between locations
through commuting and residential choices, which might cloud our ability to infer the spillovers from the reduced
form alone due to SUTVA violations.
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surplus increases, accruing through total consumer surplus and developer profits. This comes

from the increase in floorspace supply reducing the overall level of floorspace prices, and the new

commercial towers providing valuable space for formal firms to produce. Yet these aggregate

effects mask rich heterogeneity - there is a thin tail of relatively few residents who are forced to

move by the policy and are hurt greatly. For example, while welfare for the low-educated slum

residents whose slums are not redeveloped rises by 9% on average, those who are evicted and

compensated lose 19.7% and those are not compensated for eviction lose 36.1%.

Given these distributional consequences, we simulate alternative compensation policies to

illuminate the equity-efficiency trade off inherent to slum redevelopment policies. Were every

slum resident in a redeveloped slum to be compensated three times Mumbai’s actual compensa-

tion policy, then the average low-educated evicted slum dweller would no longer lose. But the

behavioral response of developers to this higher compensation policy is to build less floorspace,

attenuating some of of the efficiency gains from the policy: total consumer and developer sur-

plus go down. Yet everyone still gains on average relative to the counterfactual without the mill

redevelopment, suggesting governments should grant generous compensation policies to those

rehoused under slum redevelopment if they have even mild dislike for inequality.9

One drawback of our analysis is that we lack data on those relocated from slums to measure

its impacts on the relocated. Our approach measures migration costs from voluntary moves.

Since these are infrequent, we measure large moving costs and therefore a high disutility from

being evicted. The quasi-experimental evidence in Collinson et al. (2022) find evictions lower

earnings by between 8% and 14% in American cities, although quantitative evidence in lower

income countries is lacking.10 While our results of an average welfare loss of 36% (which includes

more than only income loss) is greater than this, we run counterfactuals where we add to our fixed

moving cost a component specific to slum eviction equivalent to 50% of income. The results are

qualitatively similar.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next subsection reviews the related

literature, Section 2 describes the institutional setting, Section 3 describes the construction of our

dataset, Section 4 provides our reduced form results, and Section 5 lays out our structural spa-

tial equilibrium model and Section 6 its estimation. Section 7 provides our welfare analysis and

Section 8 concludes.

Related Literature A body of previous work has studied the spillovers to neighborhoods from

housing policies, focused primarily on impacts on housing prices. This studies the impacts

of changing housing quality (Owens and Sarte (2010); Redding and Sturm (2016); Hornbeck

9The government may withhold compensation recent to recent arrivals in order to dissuade future in-migration, as
discussed in the context of withholding public goods from slums in Feler and Henderson (2011). This consideration is
outside the scope of our model.

10Tibaijuka (2005)’s qualitative account of slum demolitions in Zimbabwe highlights specific channels for additional
losses from forced relocations such as loss of immobile capital investments in enterprises and housing. Patel (2011)
documents destruction of housing investments in Mumbai during our period of study.
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and Keniston (2017), rent control (Autor et al. (2014)), low income housing (Diamond and Mc-

Quade (2019)), gentrification (Guerrieri et al. (2013)) and condominium construction (Boustan

et al. (2023), Li (2022)). We add to this literature by bringing evidence from a large and plausi-

bly exogenous shock to the supply of high-rise construction. This allows us to measure broader

impacts on the organization of economic activity as we trace out the high-rises’ impacts on the

spatial distribution of house prices, slums, informal and formal employment, the education-level

of residents, and population density.

This paper also relates to the literature studying the economics of slums (Field (2007), Field

and Kremer (2008), Collins and Shester (2013), Barnhardt et al. (2016), Ali et al. (2016), Michaels

et al. (2021), Franklin (2020)). Harari and Wong (2021) study the impact of a slum improvement

policy in Jakarta. Henderson et al. (2016) study the development of Nairobi as slums transition

to formal construction as the city grows, using a framework that infers the costs of converting

informal to formal land use from model-based residuals. We add to this body of work by using a

natural experiment to measure the response of slum redevelopment to a shock to the desirability

of formal land in an area. By combining this variation with uniquely spatially granular data on

a range of outcomes before and after the shock, we are able to obtain the first direct measure of

slum redevelopment costs captured by the elasticity of slum redevelopment to the value of formal

floorspace in a neighborhood. This data also us to document the broader pattern of gentrification

that accompanies this transformation, and the indirect effects it may have on other residents.

Methodologically, this paper follows recent work using quantitative spatial models to analyze

the welfare and aggregate consequences of local shocks, accounting for spatial linkages between

locations (Ahlfeldt et al. (2015), Allen et al. (2015), Monte et al. (2018)). We relate most closely to

the body of work within this literature using dynamic models (e.g. Caliendo et al. (2019), Bal-

boni (2021)) or studying gentrification and residential sorting (Diamond et al. (2019); Tsivanidis

(2022), Couture et al. (2021), Balboni et al. (2020), Almagro and Domínguez-Iino (2022)), Alma-

gro et al. (2023)). This paper adds to this work by developing a dynamic model with multiple

worker groups, informal housing and employment, and slum evictions. This allows us to un-

cover a rich distribution of welfare effects rather than ones which are constant across worker

groups, and assess the impacts of policies to compensate evicted slum dwellers that account for

behavioral responses of developers. We also estimate the model via indirect inference to match

the key reduced form moments, ensuring the model captures the key forces present in the data

and increasing confidence in its’ counterfactual predictions.

Lastly, this paper also contributes to papers studying the impact of land use regulations both in

the US (Saiz (2010); Turner, Haughwout, and Van Der Klaauw (2014); Hsieh and Moretti (2019))

and in India (Bertaud and Brueckner (2005), Brueckner and Lall (2015), Duranton et al. (2019);

Harari (2020)). Since much of this literature relies on cross-sectional variation across cities or

neighborhoods, our key contribution is to combine a large change in land use regulations with
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rich data before and afterwards to precisely measure the regulation’s impact on economic activity.

2 Institutional Context

Mumbai’s Textile Mills and DCR 58 Mumbai’s 60 textile mills, covering 15% of land in the

central city (602 acres), hark back to a time of industrial prominence during the late 18th and early

19th centuries. Appendix Figure A1 shows the locations of the mills with respect to the district

covering central Mumbai (Mumbai City district) and the pair of districts covering the full extent of

the city (Mumbai City and Mumbai Suburban districts). The industry declined after World War II,

culminating in an 18-month strike spanning 1982 and 1983, when mill owners began to outsource

production to lower-wage, favorably-regulated areas outside the city and make investments in

other industries. In the following period most mills closed or attempted to do so.11 However,

workers and city government officials wanted to see them reopen and return to their role as a

stable employment source (Adarkar and Phatak, 2005).

The land occupied by the mills was owned by the government and leased to the mill own-

ers at low rates (Adarkar, 2005; Menon, 2012) and prior to 1991, state law prevented textile mills

being redeveloped or used for any alternative purpose. By 1991, however, the government of

Maharashtra had come to see sale of mill land as a way of financing the mills’ return to viability,

while increasing the amount of public space and housing in the city. Therefore the state gov-

ernment amended the city’s Development Control Rules by introducing Regulation 58 (DCR 58).

The amendment stipulated that mill owners could sell land12 which could then be redeveloped

to alternative purposes, but that in exchange one-third of the land area sold would be given to

Maharashtra Housing and Development Authority (MHADA) for construction of public hous-

ing and one-third to the Bombay Municipal Corporation (BMC) for development of public open

space. The land given over to the city would be credited to mill owners as development rights to

land outside the city’s main peninsula (known as transferable development rights (TDR), Menon

(2012)). The funds gained from redevelopment were supposed to be spent only on revival and

modernization of the mills. However the arrangement did not prove attractive to mill owners,

and very little development took place during the 1990s (D’Monte, 2006).

This all changed in 2001, when an amendment to DCR 58 was made by the Maharashtra state

government that de facto lifted these restrictions. It was in fact a prominent mill workers’ union

Girni Kamgar Sangharsh Samiti who initially lobbied for an amendment to DCR 58. They wished

to mandate that their members and their children would be employed in any new enterprises

coming up on mill site, and that half of MHADA’s share of the land be reserved for mill worker

housing. However, as the initial amendment made its way through the state bureaucracy, the

11Government permission was required to close factories during this period.
12Commentators at the time and subsequently remarked on the curiosity of mill owners being allowed to sell land

they were only renting (e.g. Srinivasan (2005), Menon (2012)).
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democratically-elected government of Maharashtra state at the time (later implicated in another

real estate scandal, during the prosecution of which the Principal Secretary for Urban Planning

was arrested and held in custody for over two months) modified the amendment so that the one

third rule applied only to open spaces on mill sites, the majority of which were covered in factory

buildings. The mill owners could therefore freely redevelop all covered spaces on mill sites (and

one third of any vacant space). Despite passing in 2001, the DCR 58 amendment was contested

in the courts. The case went all the way to the Indian Supreme Court, which finally ruled in their

favor in 2006 and allowed large-scale redevelopment to proceed (Menon, 2012).

Impact of the DCR 58 Amendment Appendix Table A6 shows that, prior to the regulatory

change, mill lands were broadly similar to other parts of the city. Spatial units containing mills

had lower floorspace prices and a smaller share of land taken up by slums, which is partially

attributable to the fact that mill sites themselves did not house any slums. Within the geographic

regions mill land occupied, spatial units containing mills actually did not differ much in terms

of floorspace prices, rather having low population density which, again, is sensible given that no

one lived on mill sites.

As of 2016, however, 75% of mill sites had been redeveloped. Many of the former mills are

now the sites of some of the tallest buildings in Mumbai, representing dramatic increases in the

amount of floorspace available in the center of the city (Emporis, 2018). As shown in Appendix

Table A2 the average of the 47 planned or completed high-rise towers to be constructed on mill

sites had about 88 floors, representing a dramatic increase in the density of formal floorspace in

the mill neighborhoods due to DCR 58.

Specifics of Mill Redevelopment As described in Appendix Table A2, 58% of the develop-

ments completed or in progress by 2016 were residential, with the remaining being commercial.

The firms in commercial developments included restaurants and retail as in the case where mills

were converted to shopping malls, and many high-skill service sector establishments, in indus-

tries such as finance, real estate, and consulting. Table A2 shows that the main determinant of

commercial development is the employment density of the surrounding area prior to redevel-

opment. In keeping with this, commercial developments are almost exclusively found on land

zoned for industrial use. In the second column of the table, we see that areas where mills were

redeveloped do not differ systemically from those where they were not.

Laws Governing Slum Redevelopment The redevelopment of slums is governed by the 1995

Slum Rehabilitation Act. During the majority of the period covered by our data (up to 2017), if

redevelopment occurred residents who could prove occupancy prior to January 1, 1995 would be

compensated with a 30-year de jure non-transferable lease for a residential tenement (Maharashtra

Urban Development Department, 1995). In practice, however, it is easy to find discussions of sale
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of the leases and rent of the tenements on major websites. News articles such as Nair (2018) report

large fractions of occupants in SRA buildings being illegal, which is in keeping with Barnhardt

et al. (2016)’s findings in Ahmedabad. We will therefore model the compensation as an income

transfer in the amount of the value of the tenement. Residents who could not establish occupancy

prior to 1995 are not eligible for compensation.13

The new tenements are by regulation to be located in the same location as much as possi-

ble, constructed on the original site by the developer in exchange for TDR for increased building

heights on other parts of the site, or on other developments. However, in cases where developers

could argue in situ redevelopment is not possible these new units can be placed elsewhere and

are often located towards the outskirts of the city. Appendix Figure A2 shows the distribution

of SRA housing projects across greater Mumbai. Comparing with the bottom panel of Figure A1

shows that while most mills are in Mumbai District, most SRA buildings are in Mumbai Subur-

ban District so it is unlikely that slum residents displaced by mill redevelopments were in fact

rehoused in site.

For redevelopment to proceed 70% of slum residents eligible for compensation had to approve

a plan. However, there are reports that the law was not perfectly enforced, for example with

developers forging residents signatures in order to pass the 70% threshold (Banerjee, 2012).

Appendix Table A3 describes characteristics of slum areas at baseline. Slum areas are ex-

tremely concentrated, with employment and population density increasing with slum share, and

employment per resident doing the same. Firms are smaller in high-slum areas, and more likely

to be engaged in manufacturing.

3 Data

In this section we describe the sources and construction of the key variables in our study.

Mill sites We produced a shapefile of mill sites by georeferencing a map from the Charles Correa

Committee Report, a 1996 government- commissioned plan for the mill lands which was never

implemented, reproduced in D’Monte (2006).14

Inferring socioeconomic status We create a novel index of socioeconomic status (SES) by ex-

ploiting the information available in the lists of voters’ names by election ward which the Bom-

bay Municipal Corporation (BMC) Election Office makes available on its website.15 Every five

years, each election ward elects a representative to the Municipal Corporation’s legislature, and

13Proof of residency was established through a certified extract from a pre-1995 electoral roll (Maharashtra Urban
Development Department, 1995).

14We cross-checked our shapefile against one created by the NGO Partners for Urban Knowledge, Action and Re-
search (PUKAR) as part of a Ford Foundation-supported project chronicling the history of the mills.

15See Olivetti and Paserman (2015) and Arkolakis et al. (2019) for two other recent examples of using names as data
in economics.
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BMC publishes lists of the names of voters participating in the ward’s election. There are 227

election wards spread across Mumbai and Mumbai Suburban districts, with an average popu-

lation of about 60,000 (see Table A1). To bracket the Supreme Court’s upholding of the change

to DCR 58, we choose 2002 and 2017 as our pre-change and post-change elections, respectively.

Last name is indicative of caste and religious group (Bhagavatula et al. (2019)) and membership

in these groups is in turn predictive of SES, so we apply a mapping from all the last names in

an election ward to an index of SES to impute an average SES level for the ward. To generate

this mapping, we use individual records from Mumbai District in the 2011 Socioeconomic and

Caste Census (SECC) which record names, education levels, and birthdates.16 We regress edu-

cation level on a multidimensional numeric encoding of each last name in the SECC. We use the

recently-proposed “similarity encoding” method of Cerda et al. (2018) which identifies a number

of prototypes and encodes the rest of the names in terms of their distance to the prototypes. Using

edit (Levenshtein) distance to the prototypes means that misspellings of names or mistakes in op-

tical character recognition (OCR) will be encoded similarly to accurate name, which is important

since the posted voter lists are scans (see Appendix Figure A9). It also means that our regres-

sion pools information across similar names, providing mean-squared-error advantages akin to

those in Empirical Bayes estimation of teacher effects (Morris, 1983; Chetty et al., 2011). Appendix

C details the specifics of our implementation. We refer to the resulting index as the “education

index.”

Residential population Our data on residential population come from the 2001 and 2011 pop-

ulation censuses, which the BMC Election Office reports at the election ward level.

Floorspace prices Data on floorspace values come from annual official assessments produced

by the city. These are published each year in the city’s Ready Reckoner books for around 600

“subzones” across Mumbai and Mumbai suburban districts. The assessments are produced so

that taxes on real estate transactions can be calculated based on the maximum of the sale price

reported to authorities and the Ready Reckoner value for the subzone where the property is lo-

cated. Anagol et al. (2022) provide evidence that the Ready Reckoner values are highly correlated

with the validation data they use and reported prices are very often misreported. For historical

values, we digitized paper copies of the Ready Reckoner book going back to 1993, excepting 2004

and 2006 which proved impossible to find.

Employment and firm characteristics Our employment data comes from the Fourth, Fifth, and

Sixth Economic Census (EC) of India. These cover the universe of establishments (formal and

informal) in 1998, 2005, and 2013 respectively. For the Sixth EC, we purchased enumeration

block maps for both rounds covering Mumbai district. These are hand-drawn by the enumer-

16We are grateful to Paul Novosad and Sam Asher for sharing these data.
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ator assigned to each block during the survey. Each map contains a sketch of the roads (labelled),

landmarks and buildings within the block (see Appendix Figure A3 for an example). We hired

a team of local enumerators to manually provide longitude and latitude coordinates for each of

these blocks with two enumerators assigned to each block. For the Fourth and Fifth EC, we took

advantage of the Fifth EC’s directory of addresses for establishments with more than 10 workers.

We clean and geolocate these addresses using the Google Maps API, then associate them with

geographic identifiers present in the microdata using an iterative algorithm that ultimately pro-

vides us with a set of polygons representing investigator units (IV units), which are the spatial

units just larger than an enumeration block. As shown in Table A1, they are still quite small, cov-

ering only about 15,000 persons and dividing Mumbai and Mumbai Suburban districts into 825

spatial units. Appendix Figure A5 shows a map of IV Unit boundaries in blue, with city wards

superimposed in black and mill sites in red. Appendix D lays out the details of our algorithm.

After aggregating our enumeration block level data from the Sixth EC up to the IV unit level, we

have a unique spatial panel that covers the universe of firms over the course of almost 20 years.

Slum location The SRA of Mumbai conducted a survey of all slums in the city in 2016 and

provide a map of the results which we digitized and geolocated. The SRA designates slum status

based on the type of built structures in an area.17 18 To measure slum locations in 2001, we adjust

our 2016 SRA map by overlaying it on top of satellite images from 2001 to identify structures in

our that have remained unchanged. We then extend the map to slum structures existing in early

years but not 2016 by identifying structures in the images which looked identical to those present

in both years. Three research assistants and the authors went through this process independently

and reached a consensus to maximize accuracy.

Mumbai Travel Survey The 2002-03 Mumbai Travel Survey (Baker et al., 2005) provides infor-

mation on individual migration within Mumbai.

Spatial units To summarize, our data use three sets of spatial units. Population and SES status

are measured at the election ward level, floorspace prices at the subzone level, and employment

and industry composition at the IV unit level. We harmonize all election-ward level informa-

tion to the 2002 election ward level by assuming uniform population density across later election
17SRA uses a topographical survey based on satellite images and LiDAR to map out the location of slums across the

city. See Dhikle and Lakhena (2017) for a description.
18We validated the SRA data using satellite imagery from 2016 and the 2011 census enumeration block maps. The

enumeration block maps contain the location of individual buildings across the city, which are classified as “pucca”
or “kutcha” structures, which group the materials of the wall and roof into two categories. These categories roughly
correspond to our understanding of the SRA’s of slum and non-slum buildings. From the census enumerator guide:
“A Pucca building may be treated as one which has its walls and roof made of the following materials. Wall materials:
Stones (duly packed with lime or cement mortar), G.I/metal/asbestos sheets, Burnt bricks, Cement bricks, Concrete.
Roof Material: Machine-made tiles, Cement tiles, Burnt bricks, Cement bricks, Stones, Slate, G.I./Metal/Asbestos
sheets, Concrete. Buildings, the walls and/or roof of which are predominantly made of materials other than those
mentioned above such as unburnt bricks, bamboos, mud, grass, reeds, thatch, plastic/ polythene, loosely packed
stone, etc., may be treated as Kutcha buildings.”
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wards. Our slum location shapefiles are arbitrarily geographically fine so we intersect them with

the finest of the three spatial units, the IV Unit, to obtain the slum share of each IV Unit. The

characteristics of all three spatial units are described in Table A1.

4 Reduced Form Results

This section presents our reduced form analysis of the impacts of the Mumbai mill redevelop-

ment.

4.1 Measuring treatment from mill redevelopment

In the spirit of Autor et al. (2014), in our preferred specifications, we divide spatial units into four

categories: (1) units containing mills, (2) units whose closest boundary to a mill site is within 500m

of the site, (3) units whose closest boundary to a mill site is between 501 and 1000m of the site,

and (4) all other units. Differential trends in spatial units falling into category (1) within broad

neighborhoods net of controls ) capture the direct effect of mills, along with some spillover onto

parts of the spatial unit not covered by the mill site. Differential trends in spatial units in category

(2) capture a pure spillover effect, while those in category (3) are indicative of spatial decay in the

spillover.

Figure 2 illustrates the measurement using IV Units as an example spatial unit. Mill sites are

represented by red areas and IV Unit boundaries are in blue. The black lines represent city ward

boundaries; the ward containing an IV unit is known from the EC microdata. In panel 2a, the IV

Unit containing the letter “A” belongs in category (1) because there is a mill site inside it. The

IV Unit containing the letter “B” in panel 2b belongs in category (2) because it does not have a

mill site inside it and the distance between its boundary and the closest mill site, represented by

the green arrow, is 500m or less. The IV Unit containing the letter “C” in panel 2c has a greater

distance to the nearest mill boundary because the green line is larger than the one in panel 2b.

Figure 2: Measuring treatment from mill redeveloment

A
(a) IV Unit containing mill

B
(b) IV Unit in spillover region

C
(c) IV Unit farther in spillover
region

In addition to the simple measure used above, we create a continuous treatment effect measure
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that captures overall exposure to mills nearby. For example, two mills both 500m away from their

closest mill may have very different exposure to redevelopments if one is surrounded by new

mills 500m away on all four sides while the other is 500m from a single mill on one side. To

capture this, we define the measure of mill exposure for spatial unit i as

MillExposurei =
∑
j /∈i

dij MillDensityj (1)

where dij = exp(−κ · distij)

and MillDensityi = MillAreai/Areai. Locations indexed by j are a grid of 21,000 hexagon grid

cells with 150 m2 area each, which are consistent across the different geographies for locations

i that depend on the particular outcome in consideration. This reduces noise introduced by the

different size of spatial units in the geographies; if we just measure distance from location i to

all other locations j in the geography, it would be as if the mill density was all located at the

centroid of the respective spatial unit, introducing larger measurement error for more aggregated

geographies. Since our aim is to use this to estimate spillovers, we exclude cells that are within

location i so that the measure only captures exposure to mills outside a location itself. We measure

distance in km and, for simplicity, set κ = 1 implying a location 1km away gets 22% of the

weight of somewhere 0km away. We vary this decay rate in robustness checks. The benefit of

this measure is that (i) it is independent of the size of geography used and (ii) it captures the full

spatial variation in exposure to mills on all sides of each spatial unit. It can be thought of the

average mill density surrounding a location i.

4.2 Investigating pre-trends

A threat to identification of the effect of the mill redevelopments using the treatment measures

above is that mill redevelopment, rather than generating spillover effects onto surrounding areas,

was lobbied for and undertaken because of trends in the surrounding areas which continued

post-redevelopment. This would tend to overstate the effects of the redevelopment itself. In

the opposite direction, one could worry that the amendment to DCR 58 was anticipated so that

measuring effects after its passing would understate the impact of mill redevelopment.

To investigate these possibilities, we undertake an event study using the outcome available

at an annual frequency, formal floorspace price assessments. We run the following event study

specification:

ln rit = αi +
2013∑

τ=1993

βτ I {τ = t} × ContainsMill i + γr(i)t + δ′tXi + ϵit

where ln rit is the log of residential floorspace prices in subzone i in year t, αi is a subzone fixed

effect, I {τ = t} is a dummy for whether τ equals t, ContainsMilli is a dummy variable for whether
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subzone i intersects with a mill site, γr(i)t is a region by year fixed effect,19 and Xi is distance to

the CBD.

Figure 3 presents the event study graph based on our main specification, and Appendix Fig-

ure A6 having for the exposure specification based on Equation 1 The trends in the βτ coefficients

are in keeping with the account of the DCR 58 amendment in Section 2. There is no significant

pretrend in floorspace prices in neighborhoods with mills in the years leading up to the sudden

announcement of the DCR 58 law change in 2001. Prices begin to appreciate between 2001 and

2006, during which the policy was announced but substantial uncertainty remained as it was con-

tested in the courts. After the 2006 Supreme Court decision to uphold the law change, floorspace

prices sustain a pronounced and gradually increasing appreciation. Taken together, this results

suggests the lifting on redevelopment regulations on the mill sites was both unanticipated and

exogenous to local economic conditions.

Figure 3: No significant pretrends
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4.3 Main results

Our main specification, Equation 2, measures the long-difference-in-difference effect of belonging

to each of the three categories of spatial units discussed in Section 4.1 on the variety of outcomes

captured by our data.

Yit =β1 I{ContainsMill}i × Postt + β2 I{1m-500m}i × Postt + β3 I{501m-1km}i × Postt (2)

19Region takes on one of four values for being in the South, Center, North West or North East of the city. It is a union
of the 24 city wards. Using ward ward by year fixed effects instead gives us less power and more imprecise estimates,
but we show the results are qualitatively similar in Appendix Table A10
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+ αi + γr(i)t + δ′tXi + ϵit

As in our event study specification, αi is a spatial unit fixed effect, γr(i)t is a time-specific effect

associated with the region i belongs to. Xi is a vector of controls allowed to have time-specific

effects δt, which can include distance to the CBD, log of 2001 population density, log of 1998

employment density, our 2002 measure of SES, and log of assessed 1993 residential floorspace

price. We omit lagged outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated

by serial correlation in errors.

Table 1: Main Results

Res Price Slum Share Inf Emp Form Emp Ed Index Population

Contains Mill 0.130** -0.226** -0.413** 0.196 0.262** -0.150**
(0.059) (0.102) (0.186) (0.330) (0.126) (0.059)

1m-500m 0.089* -0.270*** -0.400** 0.202 -0.197 -0.117*
(0.049) (0.097) (0.201) (0.286) (0.175) (0.061)

500m-1000m 0.046 0.084 0.298 0.286 -0.157 -0.111
(0.048) (0.109) (0.258) (0.365) (0.168) (0.092)

N 1,050 894 486 438 446 434

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression includes own spatial
unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to CBD, log spatial unit area, log initial
period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment density, log of initial population density, and
initial education index. We omit lagged outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated
by serial correlation in errors.

The results are given in Table 1. We begin by examining the impact on land markets. The first

column shows a pronounced impact on formal sector house prices that rise 13% in locations that

contain a mill site, and decay smoothly with space thereafter. Locations whose boundary is within

500m of a mill site (but contain no mill site themselves) see a 9% increase in residential floorspace

prices, decreasing to 5% 500m-1km away (albeit statistically indistinguishable from zero). In the

second column we see that slum share falls in precisely the same bands, commensurate with the

increasing return to redeveloping slums to formal housing in locations where formal house prices

are rising. Slum share falls by 23% in locations that contain a mill and by 27% in locations within

500m of one. Note that mill sites contain no slums themselves: the total effect is a weighted aver-

age of the effect on mill sites (zero change) and areas outside (negative change), which attenuates

the effect.

We then examine the impact on employment in the third and fourth columns. Locations con-

taining and near to mills experience large decreases of 41% and 40% in employment taking place

in informal establishments respectively. This is intuitive given that informal employment is more

likely to take place in slums (see Table A3, so that when slums are converted the informal estab-
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lishments which were located there are also displaced. In contrast we see no major impacts on

formal sector employment, so no strong evidence of agglomeration effects in the formal sector,

although the effects are noisy. We explore this finding in more detail in Section 4.5.

Lastly, we explore the impact of mill redevelopment on demographic composition in sur-

rounding neighborhoods. The fifth column shows that our education index increases by 0.26

standard deviations in locations containing mills, while population density falls by 15% in the

last column. Election wards whose boundaries are between 1 and 500m of the closest mill sites

experience a 12% drop in population density. The results are jointly consistent with a process of

gentrification where richer and more-educated residents who consume more housing floorspace

per capita sort into these neighborhoods, displacing the previous poor residents who lived in high

density slums. The difference in floorspace consumed per resident to produce this effect is quite

dramatic, given the height of mill redevelopments reported in Appendix Table A4.

Taken together, these results show the mill redevelopments had substantial impacts on sur-

rounding neighborhoods suggestive of gentrification. Formal sector floorspace prices rose, slums

were cleared, informal employment fell, and the share of high-skilled residents increased.

Addressing disamenities from mill sites While our interpretation of these results is that they

reflect the impacts of an increase in economic activity on new high-rises, it is possible that they

capture the removal of the disamenity of nearby empty textile mills. Appendix Table A7 provides

analogous results using the alternative mill exposure measure given in Equation 1, yielding qual-

itatively identical conclusions. In particular, the second row controls for a spatial unit’s own share

of land taken up by mill sites. This controls for the proximity to mills themselves in a location,

and uses residual variation in exposure to mills in other nearby locations for identification. If

the impacts we are measuring simply capture the removal of these disamenities, then adding this

control should lead to a large decrease in the coefficient on mill exposure. We find the coefficient

is largely invariant to this control, suggesting this is not what is driving our results.

4.4 Falsification

This section provides three additional pieces of evidence supporting the causal nature of the mill

redevelopment impacts we documented in the previous section. First, we show the effects are

caused by distance to the mill sites themselves rather than distance to large industrial buildings.

This rules out that our effects are capturing secular trends in gentrification that often see large in-

dustrial buildings getting redeveloped (e.g. the meatpacking district or waterside parts of Brook-

lyn in New York). Second, we use the 2005 wave of the economic census to show the employment

impacts occur only after DCR 58 was upheld by the Supreme Court. This establishes an absence

of pretrends in employment growth, supporting the patterns of Figure 3 in a separate dataset.

Third, we show there is no substantial increase in roads near the mill sites. This is the only public
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good for which spatially disaggregated panel data over our period of study can be constructed.

This helps confirm that, as we expect, the government did not deviate from its 1991 development

plan to provide complementary investments to the mill redevelopments.

Industrial Land Placebo Check To examine whether our effects are driven simply by proximity

to large industrial buildings, we use the 1991 Existing Land Use map of Mumbai to identify areas

used for industrial purposes as of the most recent year available before DCR 58. We select sites

larger than 10,000 m2, the size of the smallest mill site, to ensure we are comparing similarly sized

industrial plots. Table 2 shows the results, with Appendix Table A8 providing the corresponding

results when using the exposure specification from Equation 1. In general the mill effects remain

large and typically significant, while the point estimates for industrial are always insignificant

and much smaller than for mills.

Table 2: Changes Driven by Textile Mills, Not Industrial Land

Res Price Res Price Slum Share Slum Share Inf Emp Inf Emp Form Emp Form Emp Educ Educ Res Pop Res Pop

Contains Mill 0.117** 0.086 -0.251** -0.194* -0.424** -0.464** 0.127 0.103 0.262** 0.232* -0.131** -0.079
(0.056) (0.060) (0.101) (0.100) (0.184) (0.214) (0.318) (0.350) (0.126) (0.126) (0.064) (0.085)

<500m 0.101** 0.093* -0.239*** -0.204** -0.334* -0.303 0.079 0.075 -0.197 -0.228 -0.096 -0.071
(0.047) (0.049) (0.091) (0.097) (0.192) (0.208) (0.302) (0.334) (0.175) (0.175) (0.066) (0.068)

500m-1000m 0.052 0.051 0.022 0.013 0.173 0.162 0.461 0.483 -0.157 -0.202 -0.075 -0.045
(0.045) (0.044) (0.093) (0.097) (0.226) (0.233) (0.363) (0.358) (0.168) (0.169) (0.101) (0.112)

Contains Mill Ind Land 0.047 -0.036 -0.160 0.327 -0.235 -0.056
(0.043) (0.127) (0.271) (0.436) (0.180) (0.078)

<500m Ind Land -0.061 0.109 -0.398 0.140 -0.111 0.066
(0.047) (0.102) (0.253) (0.429) (0.228) (0.097)

500m-1000m Ind Land -0.015 0.085 -0.135 0.501 0.182 0.033
(0.063) (0.076) (0.241) (0.385) (0.133) (0.112)

N 1,106 1,106 882 882 496 496 460 460 446 446 450 450

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression includes own spatial unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to
CBD, log spatial unit area, log initial period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment density, log of initial population density, and initial education index. We omit lagged
outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated by serial correlation in errors.

Employment Pre-Trend Check Our baseline specifications examine employment growth be-

tween 1998 and 2013 using the 4th and 6th rounds of the Economic Census. Table 3 incorporates

the 5th EC from 2005 and extends the baseline specification to replace post-period dummies with

year dummies to examine how the effects of proximity to mills on employment growth evolve

between 1998, 2005 and 2013. We find precise zero differential employment growth in informal

establishments in neighborhoods close to mills between 1998 and 2005, but sharp falls of around

50% between 2005 and 2013. As in the main specifications there is little movement in formal em-

ployment, except for a mild increase by 2005 that partially reverts by 2013. Taken together, the

impacts overwhelmingly show up between 2005 and 2013 with little employment change in areas

closer to mills in the lead up to DCR 58 between 1998 and 2005.
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Table 3: No Pre-Trends in Employment

Inf Emp Form Emp

Contains Mill X 2005 0.002 -0.203
(0.093) (0.200)

Contains Mill X 2013 -0.448** 0.035
(0.189) (0.317)

0m-500m X 2005 0.061 0.341
(0.096) (0.213)

0m-500m X 2013 -0.462** -0.072
(0.196) (0.306)

500m-1000m X 2005 0.171 -0.313
(0.105) (0.263)

500m-1000m X 2013 0.159 0.207
(0.243) (0.358)

N 752 722

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. Regression includes own IV Unit fixed
effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance
to CBD.

Changes in Roads Finally, we examine whether the local government responded to the law

change by investing in public goods near millsites that may have confounded the true effects of

the mills themselves. We were able to access Eicher maps of Mumbai made in 2003 and 2013 (the

earliest and latest years available). These provide detailed maps of the city which color code roads

by type. We digitized these to compute the area of land in each IV Unit taken up by main roads,

and regress this on our distance to mill measures as well as baseline controls. Table 4 shows no

significant changes in road construction related to the mill sites.

Table 4: No Correlated Changes in Roads

dlog(Main Roads)

Contains Mill -0.088
(0.116)

1m-500m 0.111
(0.124)

500m-1000m -0.115
(0.125)

N 352

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Regression includes IV Unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by
region, log distance to CBD, log initial road density, initial slum share, and log IV Unit
area.
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4.5 Lack of Agglomeration Spillovers

In this section, we dig deeper into the finding from Table 1 that formal employment does not

respond strongly to mill redevelopments, which would be indicative of formal agglomeration ef-

fects outside the mills themselves. We first investigate whether the fact that in our main results we

combine the effects of residential and commercial mills masks a substantial effect for commercial

mills only, which is what agglomeration theory would predict. In Table 5, we report the results

from Equation 3, which splits each of the variables I{ContainsMill}i, I{1m-500mResMill}i, and

I{501m-1km}i into Residential and Commercial counterparts:

Yit =β1 I{ContainsRes}i × Postt + β2 I{1m-500mRes}i × Postt + β3 I{501m-1kmRes}i × Postt

β4 I{ContainsComm}i × Postt + β5 I{1m-500mComm}i × Postt + β6 I{501m-1kmComm}i × Postt

+ αi + γr(i)t + δ′tXi + ϵit. (3)

In the first column, we show effects on informal employment. IV Units containing commercial

mills do not show a decline in informal employment, in contrast to their residential counterparts

although the difference is not statistically significant. The negative effect on informal employment

for IV Units whose boundaries are between 1 and 500m away from a mill site is almost identical

across commercial and residential mills. The third column shows the corresponding results for

formal employment. Here we see a large effect difference in effects for IV Units containing the

different types of mills. IV Units containing commercial mills see large increases in formal em-

ployment which accords with the knowledge of what types of firms located in commercial mills

reviewed in Section 2. IV Units containing residential mill redevelopments do not see a signifi-

cant change in formal employment. More importantly, nearby IV Units see no increase in formal

employment regardless of the type of mill they are near.

In Appendix E, we investigate whether there is evidence of agglomeration spillovers onto

nearby areas in the specific industries most common in the commercial redevelopments. In this

analysis, as above, we do not find any positive evidence of agglomeration spillovers arising from

the large increases in formal employment taking place on former mill sites. The pattern of point

estimates we detail instead suggests no such spillovers are present over the time horizon we ex-

amine and given the sizes of IV Units (on average about 1/3 of a square kilometer). This does not

rule out agglomeration effects within commercially redeveloped mills, consistent with evidence

from Baum-Snow et al. (2021).
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Table 5: Heterogenous Employment Effects By Mill Use

Inf Emp Inf Emp Form Emp Form Emp

Contains Mill Comm 0.337 0.403 1.678*** 1.681***
(0.339) (0.344) (0.488) (0.493)

Contains Mill Res -0.456** -0.434* -0.323 -0.322
(0.227) (0.222) (0.395) (0.394)

1m-500m Comm -0.426 -0.342 -0.066 -0.060
(0.270) (0.284) (0.452) (0.472)

1m-500m Res -0.493*** -0.467** -0.030 -0.028
(0.188) (0.191) (0.307) (0.311)

500m-1000m Comm -0.070 -0.037 0.225 0.227
(0.261) (0.268) (0.447) (0.450)

500m-1000m Res 0.120 0.130 -0.239 -0.239
(0.252) (0.250) (0.356) (0.357)

N 486 486 438 438
Ctrl Slums X X
p-value Contains Mill Comm==Res 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01
p-value 1m-500m Comm==Res 0.86 0.74 0.95 0.96

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression
includes IV Unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by region, log distance to CBD,
log IV Unit area, log initial population density, log initial road density, initial education index, initial
slum share, and initial residential floorspace price.

4.6 Robustness

We assess the sensitivity of our results to alternative specifications in robustness checks. Ap-

pendix Table A9 adds the full set of controls sequentially across three specifications. Coefficients

are stable throughout. Appendix Table A10 examines how the results vary with finer spatial fixed

effects at the ward level. We have less power to identify effects using only variation within wards:

most coefficients fall around 20-30% with increases around twice as large for standard errors. The

end result is qualitatively similar to when we include region fixed effects only, but less precise. In

Appendix Table A11, we shrink the size of distance bands measuring pure spillover effects. The

results are quite similar to those in Table 1, and show evidence of spatial decay even within the

the 1 - 500m band for the residential floorspace price, slum, and informal employment outcomes.

Lastly, Appendix Table A12 uses alternative decay rates when computing the mill exposure mea-

sure. The effects are economically and statistically stable throughout.

5 A Quantitative Dynamic Model of a City with Informality

This section develops a quantitative model to estimate the spatial spillovers documented in the

previous section and quantify the welfare effects of the policy. The model incorporates multi-

ple linkages across locations accruing through commuting, residential choices, and an amenity
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spillover that depends on a location’s neighborhood composition and on those nearby. When

higher-educated workers are more willing-to-pay for amenities, they will move into locations

where high-quality formal high-rises are built, making the neighborhood nearby more attractive

in the presence of amenity spillovers. This will in turn raise formal floorspace prices, lead de-

velopers to redevelop slums into formal housing, and change the residential composition of the

neighborhood as high-educated workers move in and low-educated workers move out (through

voluntary moves or slum evictions).

The model allows us to estimate separate the pure spillover (coming from the amenity ex-

ternality) from the other commuting and migration spatial linkages, and quantify the aggregate

effects of the policy that are absorbed into the intercept of the empirical analysis. Since individu-

als in the model differ by their education-level, previous location and housing type of residence,

the model will also yield a rich distribution of welfare effects across these individuals.

Setup. There are i ∈ {1, . . . , I} locations in the city, and k ∈ {I, F} types of housing. Individuals

of type g ∈ {1, . . . , G} choose across pairs (i, j, k) of where to live i, where to work j, and the type

of housing to live in k. Time is discrete. For simplicity we consider a two-period model, where

t = 0 refers to the pre-policy period and t = 1 the post-policy period. We begin by considering the

static equilibrium that takes residential populations and floorspace supply as given and solves for

labor and housing market equilibria that hold in any period, and omit time subscripts where it

causes no confusion.

5.1 Static Module: Setup

The distribution {LRikg, Hik} of residential population across locations and housing types and

floorspace supplies are taken as given.

Individuals. Indirect utility for worker ω ∈ [0, L̄g] of type g who has chosen to live in location i

and housing type k and work in j is given by

Uijkg(ω) = ρg lnuigk + lnwjg − (1− β) ln rRik − ln dij + ϵj(ω)

where uikg is the amenity for type-g individuals living in location i and housing type k, wjg is

the wage earned by type-g workers in location j, rRik is the price of type-k residential floorspace

in i, dij = exp(−δCtij) is a commute disutility cost that depends exponentially on travel time tij

and the parameter δC . ϵj(ω) is an idiosyncratic taste of worker ω to work in j. The parameter ρg

reflects type-g’s preference weight on amenities. For example, if higher-educated individuals care

more about amenities then ρH > ρL.

Within a period workers take their choice of residential location and housing type (i, k) as

given and choose in which location j to work. Assuming ϵj ∼ T1EV (θ), we find the probability
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a worker commutes to j and her average income are

πj|ikg =
(wjg/dij)

θ∑
j(wjg/dij)θ

ȳig = Eg

∑
s

πj|ikgwjg

where Eg is the number of effective units of labor type-g workers are endowed with. Expected or

average utility of type g workers in (i, k) is therefore

Ūikg = ln
(
u
ρg
igkỹigr

β−1
Rik

)
,

where ỹig =
[∑

s(wsg/dis)
θ
]1/θ is related to average income and captures location i’s access to

well-paid jobs.

Firms. The numeraire good is a CES aggregate of individual freely-traded varieties produced

across the city (with elasticity of demand σD). These varieties are differentiated by informal and

formal sector s ∈ {I, F}, location-j and floorspace type-k. Firms of both types produce in both

informal and formal commercial floorspace, but have differing productivity on either where Ajsk

is the productivity that sector-s firms have in type-k floorspace in location j. We make the Arm-

ington assumption of perfect competition so that there is a representative firm in each cell (j, s, k)

which produces uses a Cobb-Douglas aggregate of labor and commercial floorspace. The produc-

tion function is

Yjsk = Ajsk

(∑
g

α̃
1

σL
gs L

σL−1

σL
sgjk

) σL
σL−1

α

H1−α
Cjsk

Prices are equal to marginal costs and given by

pjsk =
Wα

jsr
1−α
Cjk

Ajs
where Wjs =

(∑
g

α̃gsw
1−σL
jg

) 1
1−σL

,

where α̃gs are shifters that affect demand from sector-s firms for type-g workers. HCjsk is the

amount of commercial floorspace of type-k hired by firms from industry s in j, while LCsjkg is the

number of type-g workers they hire. Factor demands are given by

LCjg = αw−σL
jg

∑
sk

α̃gsW
σL−1
js Xjsk (4)

(1− ϑj)rCjkHCjk = (1− α)
∑
s

Xjsk

where Xjsk = β
(
Wα

jsr
1−α
Cjk

)1−σD

AσD−1
jsk

∑
ik Yik and we have set the final good as numeraire.
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5.2 Static Module: Equilibrium

Land Market Clearing. We let ϑik denote the fraction of floorspace allocated to residential use.

Market clearing for residential floorspace then implies that

rRik = (1− β)

∑
g ȳigLRikg

ϑiHik
. (5)

Land use within buildings is allocated to its highest paying use, leading to a no arbitrate condition

that rRik = rCik = rik. Putting this into the definitions of residential and commercial floorspace

HRik = ϑikHik and HCik = (1− ϑik)Hik yields the share of floorspace allocated to residential use

as

ϑik =
(1− β)Yik

(1− β)Yik + (1− α)Xik
(6)

where Yik =
∑

g ȳigLRikg is total spending from households and Xik =
∑

sXisk is total sales.20

Labor Market Clearing. Labor supply can be calculated simply from

LCjg =
∑
i,k

πj|ikgLRikg =
∑
ik

(wjg/dij)
θ∑

s(wsg/dis)θ
LRikg. (7)

Labor market clearing requires this equals labor demand in (4).

Endogenous Amenities. We allow for endogenous amenities uikg which depend on exogenous

attributes ūikg as well as the share of high-type individuals living close by

uikg = ūikg

∑
j

exp (−δU tij)
LRjH

LRj

µU

(8)

The parameter µU controls the overall size of these externalities and δU controls the rate at

which they decay through space.21 Since residential populations are taken as given, total ameni-

ties uikg will be exogenous to the static equilibrium. Since we do not observe spatial spillovers

from commercial mills, we do not allow for productivity spillovers in the baseline model and

have Ajsk act as location characteristics exogenous to the model.

Static Equilibrium Definition. Given a vector {LRikg, Hik, uikg, tij}, a static equilibrium is a tu-

ple {LCjg, wjg, rik, ϑik} such that: i) labor markets clear (4),(7); ii) floorspace markets clear (5) and iii)

floorspace use satisfies land owner optimality (6).

20This condition can be rearranged to show that the market for commercial floorspace clears at rik too.
21The exogenous component ūikg contain features of location i and housing type k that are valued by group g that

are not perfectly summarized by its share of high-type residents (e.g. access to green space, noise, quality of buildings
etc).
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5.3 Dynamic Module: Floorspace Supply

In each location there is a supply of developable land Ti with plots indexed by ℓ ∈ [0, Ti]. At time

t each plot is either developed formally or informally (we let λIit denote the share of land in i

developed informally), and developers choose whether to redevelop it to an alternative use for

t+ 1. Developers have two technologies available to them.22

Formal Technology. The formal technology allows the construction of multistory buildings using

a Cobb-Douglas aggregator of land and capital HFi = T 1−η
i Kη

i . Capital is available at the same

price across the city. We assume formal real estate in Mumbai is small relative to the overall

capital market in India and therefore take this price as given, and set it to one.24

If developers redevelop a plot of land that was previously a slum, they have to compensate the

slum dwellers who previously lived there. The compensation due is based on the actual policy

in Mumbai. A fraction γ of residents are eligible for compensation.25 Eligible slum dwellers

are given a housing unit in a location which is a random draw from the observed distribution

πSRA
i of SRA housing units across locations (see Appendix Figure A2).26 In Mumbai, the size

of the unit is 25 square meters which corresponds to the 34th percentile of the distribution of

formal floorspace in the 2012 National Sample Survey on drinking water, sanitation, hygiene and

housing condition. As discussed in Section 2, recipients frequently rent or sell these units and live

elsewhere. We therefore model this compensation policy as a transfer from developers to slum

dwellers with value

ycomp = hSRA
∑
i

πSRA
i riF t+1

That is, the compensation is the expected value of a 25 square meter housing unit hSRA across the

observed distribution of SRA units.

The developer’s problem if they use the formal technology is to chose the density of develop-

ment, i.e. how many units of housing to build on a unit of land. Excluding the cost of land which

will be added in below, variable profits per unit of land are

max
ki

ν(ℓ)riF t+1k
η
i − ki − Fi where Fi = ycompγ

LRiIt

λIitTi

22We assume developers are small and behave competitively. Appendix Figure A7 shows that the environment in
Mumbai looks more competitive than most other large Indian cities in that there are more developers per million square
feet of built floorspace than expected based on the relationship in other cities.23 We also note that while the assumption
that development decisions are made independently across many small plots may seem extreme, it delivers a semi-log
linear expression for the probability a slum is redeveloped that depends on the relative price of formal floorspace in
that location. We therefore view this more as a microfoundation to get us to this relationship; an alternative approach
would be to assume a general functional form for this redevelopment probability that depends on relative prices and
take a first order approximation.

24In a future extension of the model we plan to make capital supply upward sloping.
25In the policy this is based on tenure in the slum as discussed in Section 2, which we take as given in the model.
26As discussed in 2, while the Slum Rehabilitation Act specified these units should be built in the same location as

much as possible, they were commonly built in different locations often at the outskirts of the city. They were often
frequently rented out or sold, and so we model the transfer in the amount of the value of the tenement.
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Here kηi are the units of housing built if ki units of capital are used per unit of land, and ν(ℓ)

is an idiosyncratic profitability for formal construction in plot ℓ. Profits are therefore given by

revenues from floorspace construction, net of capital costs ki and the fixed costs Fi of rehousing

slum dwellers living on each unit of land in i at t (the term LRiIt/λIitTi, times the fracion eligible

for compensation γ). Solving this problem and letting η̃ ≡ ηη/(1−η) yields profits per unit of land

πiF |It(ℓ) = (1− η)η̃r
1

1−η

iF t+1ν(ℓ)− Fi.

Informal Technology. If the informal technology is chosen, then single story buildings are built

at no cost, so profits are simply

πiI|It(ℓ) = riIt+1.

Redevelopment Choice. Developers choose to redevelop an informal plot to formal if πiF |It(ℓ) >

πiI|It(ℓ). We assume that ν(ℓ) is drawn from an exponential distribution with shape κ, so that the

conversion probability is given by

pF |Iit = exp

(
− κ

(
Fi + rIit+1

(1− η)η̃r
1

1−η

Fit+1

))
.

Because we only have two periods of data, we will need to calibrate to a steady state of the

model for the pre-policy period. To allow for a steady state with both formal and informal land

use (as is observed in the pre-policy period), we also need to allow for formal plots to become

informal again. We therefore repeat the model above for plots which are formally developed,

where the only difference is that owners of formal plots do not face a fixed cost of redeveloped.

The probability a formal plot remains formal is therefore

pF |Fit = exp

(
− κ

(
rIit+1

(1− η)η̃r
1

1−η

Fit+1

))
.

Land Use and Floorspace Supply. Land use shares in period t+ 1 are therefore

λFit+1 = λIitpF |Iit + λFitpF |Fit (9)

and λIit+1 = 1− λFit+1. Floorspace supply is

HiF t+1 = λiF t+1Tiη̃r
η

1−η

iF t+1 (10)

HiIt+1 = λiIt+1Ti (11)

where the first line plugs in optimal capital demand ki = η̃r
1

1−η

Fit+1 into housing density hi = kηi .
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Developer Profits and Land Prices. As shown in Appendix Section F.2.1, average profits in plots

that are developed informal and formal in i at time t+ 1 are

ΠFit+1 =
1

κ

[
κrIit+1 + (1− η)η̃r

1
1−η

Fit+1

]
ΠIit+1 = rIit+1

Total developer profits in location i are then

Πit+1 = Ti × [λFit+1ΠFit+1 + λIit+1ΠIit+1] .

In each location we assume there is free entry amongst developers so that the price of land is

bidded up to developer profits.

5.4 Dynamic Module: Residential Choice

Residents start period t in a location-housing type combination and decide where to live next

period. The value function of worker ω of type g who lives in (i, k) at t is

Wikg(ω) = Ūikgt+β
D

[
ψikt max

rs̸=ik

{
ŪE
rsgt+1 − lnµikrsg + εM,rs(ω)

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Evicted

+(1−ψikt)max
rs

{
Ūrsgt+1 − lnµikrsg + εM,rs(ω)

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Not Evicted

]

The first term Ūikgt is the flow utility they receive from their (i, k, g) state at time t. The term

in the bracket represents their expected utility in period t + 1. With probability ψik they are

evicted and are forced to move to another location rs ̸= ik. With probability 1 − ψik they are not

evicted and can choose to live in all locations (including their current one). We parameterize the

probability of eviction as

ψikt =

I {λiIt+1 < λiIt} [1− λiIt+1/λiIt] k = I

0 k = F
.

This satisfies i) ψikt ∈ [0, 1]; ii) if there is no change in slums then ψikt = 0 and iii) if λiIt+1 = 0

then ψikt = 1. Note that there is no eviction from formal housing, so ψiF t = 0.

Workers of type-g also face a moving cost µikrsg to move from (i, k) to (r, s), which consists of

a fixed cost Fg and a variable cost that depends on travel time at rate δMg through

µikrsg = exp
(
Fg × I {ik ̸= rs}+ δMg tir

)
.

While most quantitative models incorporate only the variable component, the fixed cost allows

for the possibility that individuals may face a large cost of moving even near to their previous
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home. These costs vary by group, to capture that individuals of different types may face different

costs of moving.

Residents also have idiosyncratic preference shocks εM,rst+1 for moving to each location-

housing type pair (r, s) in t+ 1. Assuming these are drawn from a T1EV distribution with shape

ν,27 expected welfare Wikg ≡ Eω[Wikg(ω)] is given by

Wikg = Ūikgt + βD
[
ψikt lnΩ

E
ikgt+1 + (1− ψikt) lnΩ

NE
ikgt+1

]
,

where ΩE
ikgt+1 =

∑
rs ̸=ik

(bErsgt+1/µikrsg)
ν

1/ν

and ΩNE
ikgt+1 =

[∑
rs

(brsgt+1/µikrsg)
ν

]1/ν
.

Here we have defined the mean utility terms as brsgt+1 = exp(Ūrsgt+1) = u
ρg
igkỹigr

β−1
Rik and bErsgt+1 =

u
ρg
igkỹ

E
igr

β−1
Rik where ỹEig =

[∑
s((wsg + γycomp)/dis)

θ
]1/θ is expected access to jobs accounting for the

expected income that evicted residents receive. The terms ΩE
ikgt+1 and ΩNE

ikgt+1 are the expected

utility that individuals of type g starting in location i and housing-type k received if they are

evicted and not evicted respectively. The only difference is that those evicted are forced to move

(they cannot choose to live in pair (i, k)), and with probability γ are compensated.

Using standard results on T1EV distributions to derive the choice probabilities, we find the

number of individuals of type-g moving from i, k to r, s is

Lrs|ikgt =

[
(1− ψikt)

(
brsgt+1

µikrsgΩ
NE
ikgt

)ν

+ ψiktI {ik ̸= rs}

(
brsgt+1

µikrsgΩ
E
ikgt

)ν]
LRikgt (12)

so that the number of residents in r, s at t+ 1 is simply LRrst+1 =
∑

ik Lrs|ikgt.

Dynamic Equilibrium Definition. Given an initial distribution {LRikgt, λikt} in the pre-policy period,

a dynamic equilibrium in the post-policy period is given by a tuple {LRikgt+1, λikt+1, Hikt+1, uikgt+1} such

that i) residential populations are given by LRrst+1 =
∑

ik Lrs|ikgt where Lrs|ikgt is given by (12); ii) land

use shares λikt+1 follow (9); iii) floorspace supplies are given by (10) and (11); amenities uikgt+1 satisfy (8)

given the new distribution of population and iv) the static equilibrium conditions hold in t+ 1.

5.5 Modeling the Mumbai Mills Redevelopment

We model the DCR 58 law change as bringing into the city locations at t+1 which at twere closed

off from economic activity. Formally, i ∈ Lt are the locations with economic activity at t. Then

i ∈ LMills are the set of locations i such that trit = ∞∀r ∈ Lt and ūrkg = Arks = 0 ∀r, k, g, s.
27We assume this shape parameter is constant across groups. In estimation, this enters multiplicatively with the

group specific migration cost parameters Fg, δ
M
g so allowing ν to vary by group would still lead to the same parameter

governing how worker-groups are affected by moving.
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Then in t + 1, trit < ∞ ∀ r ∈ Lt, mills with commercial activity draw AMill productivity in for-

mal sector employment and formal floorspace and ūMill amenity in formal floorspace. Since new

amenities and productivities are drawn only in the formal sector, these sites are fully specialized

in formal activity as in the data.28 The set of active locations at t+1 are therefore Lt+1 = Lt∪LMills.

Welfare Consequences of the Mill Redevelopment. We consider the welfare consequence of

the policy as the change in welfare W ′
ikg −Wikg if the only thing that happened between t and

t + 1 was the development of the mill sites. The change in welfare for those who are not evicted

is given by

∆WNE
ikg =

1

ν
ln

 ∑
rs∈Lt+1

πLrs|ikg

(
û
ρg
ikgt

ˆ̃yrgtr̂
β−1
Rrst

)ν
+ πMill,NE

ikg × (Ω̂NE
ikgt)

ν


where xt ≡ xt+1/xt denotes the relative in a variable between t and t + 1, and πLrs|ikg are the

migration probabilities in period t.

The first term captures the change in mean utilities at each location weighted by the amount

workers were choosing that location in the pre-period. The second term captures the benefit of

adding new locations for residence, reflected in the fraction of individuals in i, k, g choosing them

πMill
ikg and their average change in welfare Ω̂NE

ikgt.

If we now consider the change in welfare for those who are evicted with and without com-

pensation, we find

∆WE,NoComp
ikg =

1

ν
ln

 ∑
rs∈Lt+1\ik

πLrs|ikg

(
û
ρg
ikgt

ˆ̃yrgtr̂
β−1
Rrst

)ν
+ πMill,E,NoComp

ikg ×

(
ΩE,NoComp
ikgt+1

ΩNE
ikgt

)ν


∆WE,Comp
ikg =

1

ν
ln

 ∑
rs∈Lt+1\ik

πLrs|ikg

[
û
ρg
rsgt

ˆ̃yComp
rgt r̂β−1

Rrst

]ν
+ πMill,E,Comp

ikg ×

(
ΩE,Comp
ikgt+1

ΩNE
ikgt

)ν


where ˆ̃yComp
rgt ≡ (ỹrgt+1 + ycomp)/ỹrgt and ΩE,Comp

ikgt+1 ,ΩE,NoComp
ikgt+1 are the average utilities of resi-

dents in ik who are evicted with and without compensation. The impact of eviction on welfare is

therefore two fold. First and foremost, residents are foced to move and therefore lose the value

πLik|ikg

[
û
ρg
rsgt

ˆ̃yrgtr̂
β−1
Rrst

]ν
they would have received were they able to stay in their home location.

This effect will be large when the share of residents choosing not to move, πLik|ikg, is high (as will

be the case in the data). Second, those who move to mills will benefit by less since the change in

welfare captured in the second term will be lower than those not evicted.

28If we instead considered mills to be an expansion of land in locations, we would not see full specialization on mills
and would need to assume mills inherit the same amenities and productivities. While the removal of the mills could
also improve amenities directly due to removing an eyesore, our empirical results using the exposure measure show
that controlling for the amount of mills within a location (to account for this direct amenity effect) while using only
residual variation in mill density nearby does little to our point estimates. Since the majority of the effects are coming
from changes in real economic activity nearby rather than just whether or not a location has a mill redeveloped, this
amenity effect unlikely to drive the reduced form effects and we therefore abstract from it in the model.
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6 Model Estimation

This section discusses identification and estimation of the model’s parameters. Our identification

strategy is to first calibrate the model to the pre-period equilibrium, and then feed in the mill

redevelopment shock holding all other model unobservables constant. We then estimate the key

model elasticities via indirect inference to match the reduced form coefficients.29

Model Unobservables. In order to recover the model unobservables from available data, we

make one further parametric assumption that Ajsk = Ajsιsk. That is, productivity at the location-

sector-floorspace type level has a location-sector specific component and a sector-floorspace type

specific component. We will normalize ιIF = ιII = ιFI = 1 and therefore have only ιFF as a

free parameter which characterizes how much more productive formal sector firms are in formal

floorspace. This is needed the allow the model to match the data, as discussed in Appendix

Section X.

We assume the model is in steady state in the pre-policy period t. Appendix Section F.2.2 then

shows that given i) a vector of structural parameters (α, β, θ, δC , κ, η, Eg, σL, α̃gs, δU , µU , ρg, δ
M
g , Fg, ι)

and ii) data {LRikg, LCis, λik, riF , tij , Ti}, then a vector (wig, rIi, bikg, uikg, ūikg, Xjs, Ajsk, H̃ik, ξik, ϑik)

of unobservables can be recovered. With these in hand, we proceed to estimating the model’s

structural parameters.

Calibrated Parameters. The parameters (σL, σD, δC , η, α, β, α̃gs, ιFF ) are calibrated to external

and internal moments without solving the model. Since these values are fairly standard from the

literature, we relegate them to Appendix Table A13 and their discussion to Appendix Section F.3.

Indirect Inference. It remains to estimate the parameters Fg, δ
M
g , κ, µU , δU , ĀMill, ūMill, ρg. We

begin by normalizing ρL so that E [ρg] = 1, i.e. the average valuation of amenities is one.30

To estimate the costs of relocation, we match the (i) fraction of people who move within 15

years (one period in the model) and (ii) the odds ratio of the probability of moving within the

same neighborhood and to a different neighborhood conditional on moving. The first moment

identifies the fixed cost of moving (which makes it more likely for residents to stay in their same

location), while the second identifies the variable cost of moving (which makes it more likely for

residents to make short vs long moves and therefore to stay in the same neighborhood). Since

these moments can be computed using only the dynamics for residential population (which de-

29As discussed in Appendix F.1, since all our data come from different geographies we process the data so all vari-
ables are projected down to the hex-cell level, constituting our locations i. When we compute moments, we aggregate
back up to spatial units from the empirical analysis. For example, house prices regressions compute average floorspace
prices in each subzone across all hex cells within it, population regressions compute total population in each election
ward, etc. This way we run precisely the same regression in the model as in the empirics.

30The overall size of the spillover µU cannot be seperately identified from the scale of ρg , which motivates this
normalization. We prefer this normalization, rather than ignoring µU altogether, since it gives an estimate of the
overall scale of spillovers that can be benchmarked to other contexts.
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pend on parameters, and mean utilities in the pre-period), we estimate these parameters sepa-

rately.31 See Appendix Section F.4 for details.

The results are shown below in Table 6. The model is able to exactly match all 4 moments.

Since high-educated workers move more frequently (45% have moved in the past 15 years com-

pared to 33% of low-educated workers), the model estimates a higher fixed cost of moving for

the low-educated workers. Since high-educated workers are more likely to make long-distance

moves (between neighborhoods) than low-educated workers, we find a slightly lower variable

migration cost for high-educated workers of 0.011 compared to 0.013. This fixed cost is there-

fore large, equivalent to the cost of moving around two and a half hours away (or about the 70th

percentile of distance across pairs in the city). This shows the importance of allowing for fixed

moving costs when considering slum relocation, since even being forced to move to neighbor-

hoods close by can lead to large welfare losses.

Table 6: Relocation Cost Parameters

Panel A: Model and Data Moments

Moment Param Id’d Model Data
Fraction Moved in Last 15 Years, High-Skill FH 0.454 0.454
Fraction Moved in Last 15 Years, Low-Skill FL 0.338 0.338
Odds Ratio Move In vs Outside Nbhd, High-Skill δMH 0.622 0.623
Odds Ratio Move In vs Outside Nbhd,Low-Skill δML 0.782 0.784

Panel B: Parameter Estimates

Parameter Description Estimate
FH Fixed Moving Cost, High-Skill 1.482
FL Fixed Moving Cost, Low-Skill 1.537
δMH Variable Moving Cost, High-Skill 0.011
δML Variable Moving Cost, Low-Skill 0.013

Note: Bootstrapped standard errors to be added.

With these relocation cost estimates in hand, we estimate the remaining parameters to match

our key empirical regression coefficients as shown in Table 7. While these parameters are jointly

estimated and depend on each other, we provide a discussion of the sources of variation used to

identify each one.

The productivity of commercial mills ĀMill is defined relative to average productivity in for-

mal land across the city. This is identified by the increase in formal employment on commercially-

redeveloped mill sites, since greater relative productivity on these sites will increase employment

growth there in the post-policy period. Given the very large increase of 1.688 log points in the

data, we estimate commercial mills are about 20 times more productive than the average formal

building in the city. We will see this will be important when considering the welfare consequences
31This substantially speeds up estimation of the remaining parameters that require the whole model to be solved,

since mean utilities (and therefore amenities) can be solved for once.
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of the policy, since it opened up a lot of very productive sites for production by formal firms.

The amenity on residential mills ūMill is defined relative to formal locations nearby (within a

20 minute walk of a mill site)32, and is identified by the rental price of mill properties relative to

other properties within the neighborhood.33 A higher ūMill will increase this relative price, and

we find mills developed residential have amenities about 90% higher than other formal properties

nearby.

Table 7: Model Fit and Estimated Parameters

Panel A: Model and Data Moments

Moment Param Id’d Model Data

β in ln L̂i, Formal = βI{ContainsMillComm}i + ϵi ĀMill 1.688 1.678
β1 in lnr̂Fi = β1I{ContainsMillRes}i+β2I{1m, 500m}i+β3I{500m, 1km}i+ϵi µU 0.253 0.236
β2 in lnr̂Fi = β1I{ContainsMillRes}i+β2I{1m, 500m}i+β3I{500m, 1km}i+ϵi δU 0.035 0.063
β1 in EdIndi = β1I{ContainsMill}i+β2I{1m, 500m}i+β3I{500m, 1km}i+ ϵi ρH 0.279 0.262

β1 in lnλ̂Ii = β1I{ContainsMill}i + β2I{1m, 500m}i + β3I{500m, 1km}i + ϵi κ -0.091 -0.156
rF,Mill/rF,NearMills ūMill 1.316 1.311

Panel B: Parameter Estimates

Parameter Description Estimate Standard Error
ĀMill Productivity of commercial mill sites 19.992 0.581
µU Elasticity of amenities to nbhd composition 0.793 0.094
δU Spatial decay of endogenous amenity 0.136 0.012
ρH Relative preference weight on amenities for H-skill 1.447 0.074
κ Slum conversion elasticity 4.947 0.520

ūMill Amenity on residential mill sites 1.884 0.092

Notes: Bootstrapped standard computed over 100 draws of moments from a normal distribution with mean and
standard deviation given by the mean and standard error of our empirical point estimates.

Conditional on ūMill being pinned down by this moment, the overall size of the amenity

spillover µU is identified through the increase in formal floorspace prices in locations contain-

ing residential mills. The spatial decay δU is identified by the estimated spillover of how much

these prices increased in locations near to but not including residential mills.34 The estimate of

the spillover of 0.79 is almost exactly the same as Tsivanidis (2022) finds in Bogotá using a similar

model, and about one fifth of Diamond (2016)’s estimate for the US. The estimated spatial decay

of 0.136 is smaller than Ahlfeldt et al. (2015)’s estimate for Berlin, but they still decay fairly quickly

in travel time meaning that spillovers decrease by about 75% with 10 minutes of travel time and

decay almost completely 30 minutes out.

The sorting parameter ρH is identified by the increase in the share of high-educated workers in

32That is, residential mills draw an amenity equal to ūMill times the average amenity in formal housing within a 20
minute walk of individual mill (i.e. it can vary by mill).

33This data comes from the 99 acres website in 2021, which lists properties available for rent in the formal sector.
34Note we use distance to residential mills rather than all mills in general as reported in Table 1, since this directly

identifies the residential amenities which directly change education-mix of residents nearby.
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election wards containing mills, given that the shock to amenities is otherwise commonly valued

across worker groups. A higher value of ρH will, all else equal, lead to greater relative inflows

of high-educated residents into these neighborhoods given their increase in exogenous amenities

ūMill. Our estimate of ρH = 1.447 suggests high-types are more willing to pay for amenities as

one might expected.

Lastly, the slum conversion parameter is identified by the reduction in slums in locations with

mills.35 We find a semi-elasticity of slum conversion to relative profits of κ = 4.947, suggesting

relatively low conversion costs. While our model does separately account for the cost of compen-

sating slum dwellers through the fixed cost Fi so that this should not be reflected in this estimate,

this parameter naturally reflects the institutional context of Mumbai and will not necessarily port

to other cities.

7 Welfare Implications

7.1 Quantifying the Impact of the Mill Redevelopment

Aggregate and Distributional Effects. To compute the consequences of the DCR 58 policy,

we follow the same exercise as in the indirect inference procedure and allow the mill sites to be

redeveloped but hold all other unobservables are kept at their pre-period values. This isolates the

impact of the policy from other changes that occured to the city during the 2000s.

Table 8 shows the average welfare changes across worker categories. Overall, workers who

are not evicted gain a lot from the policy. High-educated workers gain about 12.5% in welfare

terms while low-educated gain by 9.5%. The fact that high-type workers benefit the most reflects

that they value amenities more, have lower relocation costs, and receive relatively higher wages

in commercially-redeveloped mills due to the high demand they face from formal firms there.

Table 8: Welfare Effects

Formal Informal

Not Evicted Evicted Evicted Evicted

Average Compensated
Not

Compensated

High Skill 0.133 0.124 0.000 0.023 -0.100

Low Skill 0.102 0.093 -0.227 -0.197 -0.361

Notes: Results show % changes in welfare divided by 100.

The same is not true for workers who are evicted. Low-educated workers evicted from their

slums experience an average drop in welfare of 22.7%, ranging from 36.1% for those not compen-
35We estimate this in logs since this was much faster to implement in the solver. Each evaluation of the objective

could take minutes at some parameter vectors; estimation takes almost two days on a high-performance computing
cluster.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Welfare Effects for the Low-Educated

(a) All Workers (b) Evicted

sated to 19.7% for those compensated. High-educated workers who are evicted are hurt much

less, due to the 3 differences with low-educated workers mentioned above.

These numbers reflect the average welfare effects across workers in different initial states and

mask the underlying distribution of welfare impacts. Figure 4 shows this distribution for low-

educated workers. Panel (a) shows a rich heterogeneity of welfare effects, where the average is

around 6% but many gain by more. A long and thin left tail shows there are some who are hurt

a lot by the policy. Panel (b) zooms in on these individuals who are evicted, and shows most of

them experience drops in welfare of 20% or more with some even below 50%. Since only about

2% of slum residents are evicted due to the policy this is not a large number of individuals, but

those who are experience very large drops in welfare.

Decomposing the Source of the Effects. Given the large increases in welfare, Table 9 uses the

equations from Section 5.5 to decompose the effects allowing each margin to change sequentially.

Eviction alone leads to very large drops in welfare of 28% for high-educated workers and 51.9%

for the low-educated. High-type workers benefit a lot from the adjustment of amenities in the

second row, while low-educated workers are little affected. This is driven by our estimate of ρH

much above 1. The largest change comes when income is allowed to adjust in the third row. This

increases welfare by around 20 percentage points for both worker types. This highlights how

the very high productivity of commercial towers on commercially-redeveloped sites drives large

aggregate gains throughout the city. In aggregate, house price response hurts workers slightly

since they appreciate close to the mills.36 The last row, which incorporates the variety effect from

adding the new locations to the model, leads to a mild increase in welfare.

36Appendix Table A14 shows that formal floorspace prices fall and informal floorspace prices rise as their supply
rises and falls respectively with the development of the mills and the conversion of slums nearby.
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Table 9: Welfare Decomposition

Formal Informal

Not Evicted Evicted

High Skill

Eviction - - -0.282
Amenities 0.030 0.014 -0.218
Income 0.137 0.130 0.003
House Prices 0.131 0.122 -0.008
New Locations (Mills) 0.133 0.124 0.000

Low Skill

Eviction - - -0.519
Amenities 0.015 0.004 -0.489
Income 0.099 0.096 -0.258
House Prices 0.093 0.089 -0.267
New Locations (Mills) 0.102 0.093 -0.227

Note: Table decomposes welfare effect by adding in adjustment of each margin sequentially. Last row of each panel
corresponds to full welfare effect. Averages across the same 3 initial states as in Table 8 are reported.

Isolating The Impact of Commercially Redeveloped Mills. One feature of the mill redevelop-

ment that makes it unique is that both commercial and residential high rises were constructed

on mill sites. The previous discussion highlights the outsize impact that commercial high-rises

have on DCR 58’s consequences. Often the policy debate surrounds residential towers alone, so

to isolate the impact of building luxury residential high-rises we run a counterfactual where we

re-run the model setting ĀMill = 0.

The results are shown in Table 10. In line with the findings of the importance of increasing

incomes in the decomposition, we find that without this rise in productivity on commercially re-

developed sites the welfare effects are much more muted (about one quarter of the effects in the

baseline). Interestingly, the losses amongst evicted low-educated slum dwellers is are smaller,

because the smaller increase in incomes leads to less slum redevelopment. Appendix Figure A8

shows this increase in supply lowers rents far away from the sites themselves, highlighting the

aggregate effects captured by the model but absorbed in the intercept of the reduced form regres-

sions.

7.2 Equity vs Efficiency: The Impact of More Generous Compensation Policies

The previous results suggest that underneath aggregate welfare gains from the construction of

high-rises on mill sites there are residents who were evicted from slums and hurt greatly by the

policy. Could the city increase its compensation policy towards its evicted slum dwellers, and still
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Table 10: Welfare Effects: Residential Mills Only

Formal Informal

Not Evicted Evicted Evicted Evicted

Average Compensated
Not

Compensated

High Skill 0.039 0.024 -0.002 0.011 -0.058

Low Skill 0.030 0.017 -0.213 -0.196 -0.289

Notes: Results show % changes in welfare divided by 100.

leave everyone at least as well-off?

Table 11 begins by showing in column 1 the breakdown of total consumer and land owner

surplus as a fraction of Mumbai’s GDP under the observed compensation policy. The policy led

to an increase in total surplus worth about 6.6% of Mumbai’s GDP, about four fifths of which

accrued to residents and one fifth to land owners. The first two rows repeat the original figures

for the average welfare change amongst the evicted.

Columns 2 and 3 then increase the compensation developers are required to pay slum resi-

dents when they redevelop a slum. The second column requires everyone to be paid (i.e. γ = 1).

The third column requires everyone to be compensated 3 times the observed amount of compen-

sation. Under this latter option, even the evicted are made (on average) better off. However, we

see that aggregate consumer and land owner falls (by about 0.4 percentage points). This is because

developers face higher costs (decreasing their surplus), and as a result build less housing leading

to higher prices than otherwise and lower consumer surplus. This highlights an equity-efficiency

trade-off implied by the model for these sorts of redevelopment policies. However, given the

acute losses we find for those evicted it seems this is a worthwhile trade-off to make for policy

makers with even a mild dislike for inequality. After all, society is still better off in aggregate in

absolute terms under this more generous option.

7.3 Extensions and Robustness

Additional Costs of Slum Eviction. Our model identifies relocation costs from voluntary moves,

but evictions may be different. Individuals may lose access to social networks (e.g. Barnhardt

et al. (2016)) and lose other forms of capital. Collinson et al. (2022) find that individuals evicted

from their homes in the US lose 8-14% of their income, lower than our baseline result of a 36.1%

drop in real income from Table 8. Given a lack of well-identified studies measuring the impact of

slum evictions, in this extension we allow for a range of additional fixed costs when slum dwellers

are relocated.
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Table 11: Alternative Compensation Policies

Observed
Compensation

Everyone
Compensated

Everyone
Compensated

3x

∆ Welfare Informal & Evicted (High-skill) 0.000 0.017 0.192

∆ Welfare Informal & Evicted (Low-skill) -0.227 -0.203 0.026

Consumer Surplus 0.052 0.052 0.050

Land Surplus 0.014 0.013 0.012

Total Surplus 0.066 0.065 0.062

Notes: First column shows results from the baseline results with the observed compensation policy (80.56% of
slum residents compensated). Second column increases the fraction of residents compensated to 1. Third column
compensates all slum dwellers and increases compensation amount by a factor of 3. First two rows show %
changes in welfare on average for evicted slum dwellers (divided by 100). The last three rows show surplus as a
fraction of post-period total GDP in the baseline model. Consumer Surplus is measured in equivalent variation
terms. Land Surplus is equal to developer profits. GDP is defined as total output in the city as well as income of
landlords.

8 Conclusion

This paper provides evidence on spatial spillovers from market-rate high-rise development in

one of the developing world’s largest megacities. We find effects on surrounding neighborhoods

consistent with gentrification: formal house prices rise, slums are converted, informal employ-

ment falls, the average education of residents rises and population density falls. To assess the

aggregate and distributional effects of these develops, we develop and estimate a dynamic spa-

tial model with informality. We find a large elasticity of amenities to the education-composition

of residents, and a spatial decay that while large is lower than estimates from developed coun-

try cities. This implies policies that seek to build modern high-rises in valuable central areas of

developing world cities can have transformational impacts on their surrounding neighborhoods.

A key policy question as developing city incomes and populations grow is whether to re-

develop or upgrade slums and how to compensate residents. The observed policy in Mumbai

of giving (some fraction) of evicted slum dwellers a housing unit in a potentially different loca-

tion is common to other countries. A key question, then, is how large the compensation to slum

dwellers should be. We find that even with this policy, the slum redevelopment generated by the

increase in amenities caused by the inflow of high-educated residents into the high-rises leads to

large losses for those who are evicted. A policy that is over three times as generous as the actual

one can leave these workers better off on average, at a cost to aggregate surplus as developers

respond by building less formal floorspace. This highlights an equity-efficiency trade-off in slum

redevelopment policy. However, given the acute losses for the evicted and the fact the impact

on total surplus is still positive after such a policy, it may be one that many governments should

think is worth making.
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Appendix

A Appendix Tables

Table A1: Characteristics of Geographic Units

Election Wards Subzones IV Units

Number of units 227 574 818
Area(m2) 1,811,829 825,937 367,691
Population 54,812 18,816 14,833

Table A2: Mill land use determinants

Comm Dev

ln Area -0.124 0.085
(0.139) (0.105)

log Dist CBD -0.091 0.275
(0.515) (0.264)

ln Emp Density 1.001* 0.345
(0.521) (0.228)

ln Res Density 0.008 0.521
(0.931) (0.436)

ln Res Price -0.329 0.163
(0.766) (0.353)

N 36 66

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Table A3: Slum characteristics

Ln(Emp Dens) Ln(Pop Dens) Ln(Emp/Pop) Ln(Avg Est Size) Manuf share

Slum share 0.648*** 0.232*** 0.424*** -0.133*** 0.169***
(0.069) (0.031) (0.071) (0.027) (0.012)

N 6,525 6,489 6,489 6,525 6,525
Note: Slum share indicates the share of buildings that are slums. All specifications include region fixed effects and

controls for log distance to CBD and area quintiles. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. * p < 0.1; **
p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.

Table A4: Mill site use

# Towers
Fraction

Residential

Fraction
Commer-

cial
Avg # Floors

47 0.64 0.36 88.28
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Table A5: Mills redeveloped

# Mills Fraction Completed Fraction In Progress or Completed Fraction Commercial

60 0.50 0.75 0.42

Table A6: Baseline characteristics of treated and untreated areas

No controls Region FE Ward FE
No Mill With Mill

mean mean diff diff diff

Log Price Res 8.71 8.33 -0.382*** 0.011 0.151
Log Population Density -2.75 -3.01 -0.264 -0.292* -0.205
Log Employment Density -4.11 -4.39 -0.280 -0.034 0.067
Ratio of pop/emp 21.62 19.95 -1.670 -3.748 -2.173
Log Distance to CBD 8.29 8.57 0.280 0.024 0.066
Slum share 0.05 0.04 -0.012 -0.020* -0.023*

Table A7: Main results - exposure measure

House Prices Slums Informal Emp Formal Emp Educ Population

Mill Exposure 0.034** -0.243*** -0.282*** 0.001 0.170*** -0.050***
(0.013) (0.064) (0.075) (0.127) (0.044) (0.019)

N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450
Mill Exposure (ctrl Own Share) 0.030** -0.221*** -0.225*** 0.010 0.145*** -0.068***

(0.014) (0.074) (0.085) (0.137) (0.046) (0.022)
N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression includes own spatial
unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to CBD, log spatial unit area, log initial
period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment density, log of initial population density, and
initial education index. We omit lagged outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated
by serial correlation in errors.

Table A8: Industrial Land Placebo, Multilateral Exposure Measure

Res Price Res Price Slum Share Slum Share Inf Emp Inf Emp Form Emp Form Emp Educ Educ Res Pop Res Pop

Mill Exposure 0.039*** 0.068* -0.243*** -0.458*** -0.282*** -0.241 0.001 0.405 0.170*** 0.259*** -0.050*** -0.052
(0.013) (0.039) (0.064) (0.124) (0.075) (0.171) (0.127) (0.310) (0.044) (0.081) (0.019) (0.060)

Industrial Land Exposure -0.032 0.248** -0.043 -0.413 -0.103 0.002
(0.041) (0.103) (0.152) (0.273) (0.099) (0.065)

N 1,132 1,132 882 882 496 496 460 460 446 446 450 450

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression includes own spatial unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to
CBD, log spatial unit area, log initial period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment density, log of initial population density, and initial education index. We omit lagged
outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated by serial correlation in errors.
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Table A9: Adding In Controls

(1) (2) (3)

Res Price

Contains Mill 0.192*** 0.134** 0.117**
(0.055) (0.055) (0.056)

<500m 0.118** 0.094** 0.101**
(0.046) (0.046) (0.047)

N 1,132 1,132 1,106

Slums

Contains Mill -0.263** -0.262** -0.251**
(0.109) (0.111) (0.101)

<500m -0.216** -0.212** -0.239***
(0.087) (0.087) (0.091)

N 942 942 882

Emp Inform

Contains Mill -0.629*** -0.756*** -0.587***
(0.225) (0.197) (0.176)

<500m -0.506** -0.735*** -0.466**
(0.202) (0.199) (0.190)

N 496 496 496

Emp Form

Contains Mill 0.017 0.061 0.127
(0.307) (0.314) (0.317)

<500m -0.046 -0.009 0.079
(0.297) (0.308) (0.301)

N 460 460 460

Education

Contains Mill 0.287** 0.191 0.262**
(0.138) (0.129) (0.126)

<500m -0.156 -0.201 -0.197
(0.179) (0.181) (0.175)

N 448 448 446

Population

Contains Mill -0.048 -0.091 -0.131**
(0.077) (0.063) (0.064)

<500m -0.000 -0.100 -0.096
(0.079) (0.073) (0.066)

N 450 450 450

FE Region Region Region
logDistCBD X X X
logArea X X
logRoadDens X X
Slum Share Init X X
LogEmpDens Init X
LogPopDens Init X
LogResPrice Init X
500m-1000m X Post X X X

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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Table A10: Finer Fixed Effects

(1) (2)

Res Price

Contains Mill 0.192*** 0.121*
(0.055) (0.073)

<500m 0.118** 0.056
(0.046) (0.076)

Slums

Contains Mill -0.263** -0.180
(0.109) (0.117)

<500m -0.216** -0.154
(0.087) (0.112)

Emp Inform

Contains Mill -0.629*** -0.388
(0.225) (0.299)

<500m -0.506** -0.378
(0.202) (0.283)

Emp Form

Contains Mill 0.017 0.479
(0.307) (0.447)

<500m -0.046 0.311
(0.297) (0.364)

Education

Contains Mill 0.287** 0.381*
(0.138) (0.202)

<500m -0.156 -0.046
(0.179) (0.188)

Population

Contains Mill -0.048 -0.018
(0.077) (0.100)

<500m -0.000 -0.028
(0.079) (0.096)

FE Region Ward
logDistCBD X X
500m-1000m X Post X X

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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Table A11: Alternative Distance Bands

Res Price Population Slum Share Inf Emp Form Emp Ed Index

Contains Mill 0.108* -0.118* -0.248** -0.480*** 0.006 0.297**
(0.056) (0.061) (0.100) (0.178) (0.303) (0.119)

1m-250m 0.102* -0.068 -0.323*** -0.504** 0.063 -0.147
(0.060) (0.079) (0.113) (0.203) (0.340) (0.111)

250m-500m 0.078 -0.121** -0.106 -0.242 -0.153 -0.199
(0.063) (0.059) (0.113) (0.274) (0.402) (0.475)

N 1,106 450 882 496 460 446

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression
includes own spatial unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to CBD,
log spatial unit area, log initial period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment
density, log of initial population density, and initial education index. We omit lagged outcome
values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated by serial correlation in errors.

Table A12: Alternative Exposure Decays

House Prices Slums Informal Emp Formal Emp Educ Population

Mill Exposure, Decay=1 0.034** -0.243*** -0.282*** 0.001 0.170*** -0.050***
(0.013) (0.064) (0.075) (0.127) (0.044) (0.019)

N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450
Mill Exposure, Decay=0.7 0.038** -0.292*** -8.173*** -0.266 0.196*** -0.058**

(0.015) (0.081) (2.159) (3.602) (0.055) (0.023)
N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450
Mill Exposure, Decay=1.5 0.033** -0.219*** -0.237*** 0.013 0.159*** -0.045**

(0.013) (0.056) (0.064) (0.111) (0.038) (0.018)
N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450
Mill Exposure, Decay=3 0.035* -0.214*** -0.223*** 0.031 0.173*** -0.047**

(0.018) (0.057) (0.059) (0.113) (0.039) (0.023)
N 1,106 882 496 460 446 450

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regression includes own spatial
unit fixed effects and allows for differential time trends by log distance to CBD, log spatial unit area, log initial
period road density, initial slum share, log of initial employment density, log of initial population density, and
initial education index. We omit lagged outcome values from the controls to guard against endogeneity generated
by serial correlation in errors.
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Table A14: Impacts on Floorspace Prices

% Change

Formal Floorspace Prices -0.496
Informal Floorspace Prices 0.332
Land Owner Surplus (Total) 6.505
Land Owner Surplus (Excluding Mills) -2.016

Notes: First two rows show changes in population-weighted average floorspace prices, using initial population as
weights. Second two rows show changes in land owner surplus, which is given by land values (equal to developer
profits).
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B Appendix Figures

Figure A1: Mill locations

Mills
Mumbai City

Mills
Mumbai City + Suburban
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Figure A2: Distribution of SRA housing

Figure A3: Example 2011 Census Enumeration Block map
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Figure A4: Regions, IV Units, and Mills

Figure A5: Wards, IV Units, and Mills
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Figure A6: Event Study, Exposure Measure
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Figure A7: Number of unique developers against floorspace supply in several large Indian hous-
ing markets
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Figure A8: Formal and Informal Floorspace Price Gradients: Residential Mills Only Counterfac-
tual

C SES measure construction

The SECC asks respondents for each household member’s birthdate and highest level of edu-

cation completed with the following ordered categories: illiterate, less than primary, primary,

middle, secondary, higher secondary, and graduate or higher. For voting-age individual i in

the 2011 SECC, we treat the answer to the education variable as the ordered response variable

education_indexi taking values from 0 to 6. Our goal is then to estimate the regression function

f(·) in

education_indexi = f(last_namei) + ϵi (13)

. With f̂ measuring the predicted education level associated with a last name, we apply the

estimated f̂(·) to each name in an election ward-level voter list and use the within-ward average

as a measure of SES in that ward-year combination. Gentrification of a ward will be measured

by individuals with names associated with high education levels in the SECC moving in, and/or

individuals with names associated with low education levels moving out.

To estimate f(·) in the SECC data, we need a away of encoding the names numerically. In

principle, one can use any distance function between strings. We use the Levenshtein ratio which

is a function of the number of edit operations needed to transform one name into another (the

Levenshtein distance, Levenshtein (1966)), normalized by the sum of the number of characters in

the two names. Following Cerda et al. (2018), so that the result can be interpreted as a positive

measure of similarity, the ratio is subtracted from 1 and the all edit operations in the Levenshtein

distance are given a weight of 1 except for the “replace” operation which is given a weight of 2:

simlevratio(last_name1, last_name2) = 1− dlev(last_name1, last_name2)
|last_name1|+ |last_name2|

where |·| indicates the number of characters in a name, and dlev(·, ·) is our Levenshtein distance.
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Levenshtein distance is commonly used in fuzzy string matching and to correct misspellings, in

popular packages like Reif (2022)’s strgroup Stata package.

The dimension of the encoded name is equal to the number of prototype last names - dramat-

ically smaller than the number of unique last names (252,617 in the SECC data we use), which

would be the dimension of the matrix of last name dummies. With our encoding method set, we

now specify our method of estimating f(·) in equation (13). We use Extremely Randomized Trees

(Geurts et al. (2006)), a faster-to-compute variant of Random Forests.

We select the number of prototypes, the method for estimating f(·) from a set of alternatives,

and the hyperparameters for each of the alternative f(·) estimators to minimize cross-validated

prediction error on the SECC data. This procedure selects Extremely Randomized Trees with a

maximum tree depth of 16 and 200 prototypes. We perform OCR using Google’s Cloud Vision

API, whose primary asset is its ability to digitize text in Marathi, the local language of Maharash-

tra which all 2017 voter lists and the large majority of 2002 voter lists are written in (see Figure

(A9) panel (b)).
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Figure A9: 2002 voter list example pages

(a) English-language list

(b) Marathi-language 2002 voter list

We use Cerda et al. (2018)’s companion python package, dirty_cat, to compute similarity to

each prototype name, and follow Cerda et al. (2018) in selecting the most common last names as

prototypes.

We validate our election-ward-level average education indices in two ways. First, we check

their stability over time. Each point in Figure A10 represents an election ward, with the average
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education index in 2002 on the X-axis and the average education index in 2017 on the Y-axis.

Both education indices have been normalized by subtracting the mean value at the election ward

level in 2002 and dividing by the 2002 election-ward-level standard deviation. Reassuringly, the

ranking of the election wards is quite stable over time with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient

of 0.83. The mass around the 45 degree line shows that most changes are small, with more positive

changes than negative ones which reflects the fact that Mumbai was gentrifying over time.

Figure A10: Education index over time
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Second, we compare literacy rates, which are available for 24 city wards from the 2001 and

2011 population censuses, with the average values of the education index at the city ward level

from 2002 and 2017. The results are shown in Figure A11 with the same normalization as in Figure

A10. The indices in both 2002 and 2017 correlate well with the corresponding literacy rates.
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Figure A11: Ward-level education index vs. literacy rate from population census

(a) 2002 education index, 2001 population census lit-
eracy rate

(b) 2017 education index, 2011 population census lit-
eracy rate
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D Identification of IV Unit location

The smallest geographic unit available in the Economic Census (EC) is the enumeration block,

of which there are about 7,000 in Mumbai District alone. While we have maps of the blocks in

Mumbai District that were used in the 2013 EC, we do not have coordinates for the blocks used in

Mumbai Suburban District, or in the 2005 and 1998 ECs. However, for these datasets we are able

to indirectly locate Investigator Units (IV Units), which are the next-smallest geographical unit.

There are 818 of these in Mumbai District, so about 1/10 as many as enumeration blocks. They

are still very small by the standards of geographic units available in developing country datasets,

covering only about 15,000 individuals (see Table A1). This appendix describes our algorithm for

geolocating IV Units.

In geolocating we make use of the EC’s directory of establishments, an auxiliary dataset avail-

able in both the 2005 and 2013 censuses. The directory records an establishment’s name, address,

industry code (4-digit NIC code in 2005, 3-digit in 2013), and an interval containing its number of

employees. EC enumerators were instructed to record an establishment’s address if it employed

10 or more workers in 2005, and 8 or more in 2013. We geocoded all addresses in Mumbai District

and Mumbai Suburban District using Google’s Places and Geocode APIs. If we also had each di-

rectory establishment’s IV Unit ID, we would have coordinates known to lie within that IV Unit,

which allow us to approximate the IV Unit’s boundary using Voronoi polygons. Unfortunately

the IV Unit ID is only available in the EC microdata and there is no establishment ID common to

the microdata and directory, so we use the following methods to match directory establishments

to establishments in the microdata.

D.1 Ward X NIC X employment bins with one IV Unit

The EC microdata record each establishment’s ward, employment, and NIC code. We consider

the set of unique combinations of ward, NIC code, and employment intervals (as defined in the

directory) present in the EC microdata, which we will refer to as ward X NIC X employment bins.

We categorize both microdata and directory firms into these bins.

We then first consider those bins in which all microdata establishments share the same IV Unit.

Since the directory establishments are a subset of the microdata establishments, all directory firms

in such a bin must lie within the single IV Unit. However, since address quality and geocoding

performance varies within the directory, some of the coordinates we obtained from the Google

APIs may lie outside the true boundaries of the IV Unit.

To identify outlying coordinates, we first average the longitude and latitude coordinates of

each of the directory firms associated with an IV Unit to arrive at an approximate centroid. As

a measure of a set of coordinates being “too far” from its IV Unit centroid, we choose 2 times

AvgNeighborDistance, the average distance between centroids of IV Units next to each other in

the sequence of IV Unit IDs. In the assignment of IV Unit IDs, IV Unit 1 will be next to IV Unit
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2, which is next to IV Unit 3, and so on. After excluding the coordinates we consider too far from

their IV Unit centroids, we recompute the approximate IV Unit centroids.

D.2 Improving approximate centroid accuracy

We now investigate bins where all microdata establishments belong to IV Units assigned centroid

coordinates using the previous steps. We are trying to assign directory establishments without

an IV Unit to one of the IV Units in the bin. For these unmatched establishments, we compute

the distance from the establishment’s coordinates to the centroid of each IV Unit in the bin. Es-

tablishments less than 1.5 times AvgNeighborDistance from a single IV Unit are assigned to that

IV Unit. We then recompute IV Unit approximate centroids. We re-run this procedure (find un-

matched establishments, assign if they are close enough to a single centroid, recompute centroids)

as many times as the maximum number of firms in a bin, by which point the centroids will be

stable. The purpose of assigning additional directory firms to IV Units who already have cen-

troid coordinates is improving the accuracy of the approximate centroid by, for example, having

establishment locations from around the IV Unit rather than a single establishment on the IV Unit

boundary.

D.3 Assign directory firms far from IV Unit centroids

With this set of IV Unit centroids in hand, we now examine bins that contain microdata firms

belonging to one or more IV Units assigned centroid coordinates in the previous steps and micro-

data establishments belonging to one IV Unit that has not been assigned coordinates yet. Within

these bins, we turn to the directory firms who have not yet been assigned an IV Unit. In this

part of the procedure, we assess whether any of those directory firms are sufficiently far from the

existing IV Unit centroids. If so, we assign that directory firm’s coordinates to the one IV Unit in

the bin without coordinates.

To implement this idea, we first update AvgNeighborDistance based on having run the pro-

cedures in D.1 and D.2. We then calculate the distance of each directory establishment without

an IV Unit to the centroids of the IV Units in the bin. If any of these establishments is more than

1.4 times AvgNeighborDistance from all the centroids, we consider that it belongs to the IV Unit

in the bin that has not yet been assigned coordinates. We then update our estimates of all IV Unit

centroid coordinates.

With more IV Units assigned centroid coordinates through the procedure described in the

previous paragraph, some additional bins may now have a single IV Unit without assigned co-

ordinates. We therefore repeat the procedure until reaching an iteration when no new centroid

coordinates are assigned. We finish by (1) removing coordinates too far from their IV Unit centroid

and recomputing the centroid coordinates as in D.1 and (2) re-running the procedure described

in D.2.
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D.4 Imputation based on IV Unit ID sequence I

We now use the sequence of IV Unit IDs to impute a candidate set of coordinates for IV units
that have not been located to this point. For each unlocated IV Unit, we take an average of the
longitude and latitude coordinates of located IV Units in the same ward which are either neigh-
bors of the unlocated Unit in the ID sequence, or neighbors of the Unit’s neighbors. We produce a
measure of the radius around the candidate centroid that could contain a firm which is actually in
the IV Unit. When the candidate centroid coordinates are not based on both neighbors in the IV
Unit ID sequence, there is more uncertainty about the true centroid’s location and we use a larger
radius. We define a value

erru =2× 1{IV _Unitu−2_is_located}+ 1{IV _Unitu−1_is_located}+ 1{IV _Unitu+1_is_located}+ 2× 1{IV _Unitu+2_is_located}

÷ 1{IV _Unitu−2_is_located}+ 1{IV _Unitu−1_is_located}+ 1{IV _Unitu+1_is_located}+ 2× 1{IV _Unitu+2_is_located}

where u denotes the ID of the unlocated IV Unit.

Starting from the set of directory establishments not yet assigned an IV Unit, we keep establishments farther than

1.4 times AvgNeighborDistance from all located IV Units. We then compute the distance of the remaining establish-

ments to the candidate centroid coordinates of unlocated IV Units from the previous paragraph. We assign a directory

establishment to IV Unit u if the establishment’s coordinates place it less than erru × 1.5 × AvgNeighborDistance

from u’s candidate centroid. We then generate centroid coordinates for the IV Units with newly-assigned directory

establishments. We re-run the procedure described in the first part of this paragraph until reaching an iteration when

no new IV Units are assigned directory establishments.

Now we update the candidate centroid coordinates for IV Units which still have not been assigned any directory

establishments and re-run the procedure from the first two paragraphs of this subsection until reaching an iteration

when no candidate centroid coordinates for IV Units without directory establishments update. As in D.3, we then (1)

un-assign directory establishments with coordinates too far from their assigned IV Unit’s centroid and recompute IV

Unit centroid coordinates following the method from D.1 and (2) re-run the procedure from D.2. Since some directory

firms have the same coordinates due to imperfect geolocation by the Google APIs we use, we drop any IV Units with

duplicate centroids at this stage. Note: compared to ?? the candidate centroids aren’t directly imputed as any IV Unit’s

centroid, it is only used indirectly as a way of matching directory establishments to the IV Unit. The coordinates of

these establishments are then used to

D.5 Robustness

The last column of Table A15 shows the number of IV Units geolocated at each step using the constants described so far.

The top row shows that we can assign centroid coordinates to just over half (426) the 818 IV Units in Mumbai District

using only ward X NIC X employment bins with a single IV Unit (D.1 and D.2). We can generate coordinates for about

200 more IV Units using directory establishments located far from the IV Unit centroids assigned in the previous step.

Finally, we locate 29 more IV Units using the IV Unit ID sequence (D.4) for a total of 652 IV Units located.

The remaining four columns show number of IV Units located under alternative specifications of tuning parame-

ters (constants). The fourth and fifth column show the implications of changing the threshold for being far enough from

the centroids of previously-located IV Units in a bin with one unlocated IV Unit from 1.4×AvgNeighborDistance from

section D.3 to 0.7 × AvgNeighborDistance and 2.1 × AvgNeighborDistance, respectively. Comfortingly, increasing

the distance threshold results in only a 30% reduction in IV Units located. Reducing the distance threshold has a bigger

effect, increasing the number of IV Units located by 56%, but assuming that a firm only 0.7 × AvgNeighborDistance

away from already-located centroids does not lie in any of these is quite extreme. Neither alternative has much of

an effect on IV Units located downstream using the method described in D.4. Columns 2 and 3 show the effects of

changing the 1.5 in erru × 1.5×AvgNeighborDistance from section D.4 to 0.75 and 2.25, respectively. Neither change
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has a big effect on the total number of IV Units located.

Table A15: Sensitivity to constants in IV Unit geolocation
method ivcount_deflate_closeness ivcount_inflate_closeness ivcount_deflate_distance ivcount_inflate_distance ivcount_original

D.1 and D.2 426 426 426 426 426

Adding D.3 197 197 308 128 197

Adding D.4 15 52 22 26 29

Total 638 675 756 580 652
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E Agglomeration spillover analysis by industry

We next check for evidence of agglomeration spillovers by industry. Since mills redeveloped to commercial use tend

to be occupied by service sector firms, if there to be an employment response to agglomeration spillovers we would

expect to see it in other service sector firms. Table A16 reproduces the analysis from column 3 of Table 5, separately for

firms falling into four industries. The first column reports effects for firms in high-skill service industries, where we

see the largest increase in employment on mill sites themselves, as predicted. However, we see no increase in formal

employment in high-skill services nearby (in the 1 - 500km away group of IV Units) or slightly farther away (in the

501 - 1km away group) from either commercial or residential sites. In manufacturing we see no significant increase in

formal employment in IV Units containing mill sites or near them, as we would expect.

Restaurants and retail also have a large presence in commercial mills so we see an increase in formal employment

in the industry in IV Units containing commercially-redeveloped mills. We see a decrease in restaurant and retail

employment in IV Units containing residentially-redeveloped mills. In IV Units near mill sites, we see no significant

increase in formal restaurant and retail employment regardless of mill redevelopment type. Finally, for firms in all

other industries we do not see significant changes in employment either on mill sites or nearby.

Table A16: Formal Employment Effects By Mill Use and Industry

HSS Manuf Rest&Retail Other

Contains Mill Comm 2.499*** -0.092 1.398*** 0.836
(0.567) (0.822) (0.464) (0.591)

Contains Mill Res -0.407 -0.733 -0.658** 0.447
(0.382) (0.570) (0.328) (0.442)

<500m Comm 0.056 -1.183 -0.109 -0.531
(0.451) (0.800) (0.416) (0.570)

<500m Res 0.158 0.308 0.026 0.256
(0.347) (0.405) (0.284) (0.380)

500m-1000m Comm -0.022 -1.454*** 0.059 -0.066
(0.487) (0.556) (0.398) (0.433)

500m-1000m Res -0.593 0.773 -0.430* 0.242
(0.572) (0.576) (0.256) (0.543)

N 312 286 372 404

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01In Table A17, we undertake the same analysis for informal employment by industry. We do not see any positive

informal employment responses to mill redevelopment regardless of redevelopment type or industry. Instead we see

decreases in informal employment, particularly in IV Units containing or close to residentially-redeveloped mills.
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Table A17: Informal Employment Effects By Mill Use and Industry

HSS Manuf Rest&Retail Other

Contains Mill Comm 0.201 0.241 0.261 0.339
(0.489) (0.405) (0.320) (0.335)

Contains Mill Res -1.000*** -0.543 -0.544*** -0.383*
(0.313) (0.352) (0.207) (0.208)

<500m Comm -0.075 -0.829* -0.388 -0.185
(0.397) (0.425) (0.276) (0.267)

<500m Res -0.885*** -0.297 -0.603*** -0.504***
(0.255) (0.264) (0.196) (0.190)

500m-1000m Comm -0.033 -0.135 -0.183 0.092
(0.338) (0.376) (0.271) (0.261)

500m-1000m Res -0.542 0.368 0.072 -0.043
(0.504) (0.318) (0.265) (0.248)

N 450 488 498 500

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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F Model Appendix

F.1 Data Preparation

F.2 Derivations

F.2.1 Developer Profits

For formal plots that were formal, ΠF |Fi = E
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F.2.2 Recovering Model Unobservables

F.3 Calibration

F.4 Estimation

The moments to identify the migration parameters are

Pr(Move|ikg) = 1− (bikg/Ωikg)
ν

Pr (Same Nbhd|Move, ig)
Pr (Diff Nbhd|Move, ig)

=

∑
r∈N(i),k

∑
h∈{I,F}

(brhgt/ exp(Fg+δMg tir))ν

Ων
ikgt

1−
∑

r∈N(i),k

∑
h∈{I,F}

(brhgt/ exp(Fg+δMg tir))ν
Ων

ikgt

where N(i) are locations which are in the same neighborhood as i, defined as those within 3km of location i from the

Mumbai Travel Survey.37

These moments depend on both structural parameters Fg, δ
M
g as well as mean utilities bikg . Since these mean

utilities can be solved uniquely to scale from the steady state condition for residential populations, we solve this as a

37Following discussions with the team that implemented the survey, this is how "neighborhood" was defined.
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constrained optimization problem

min
Θ

(m(Θ)− m̂)′W (m(Θ)− m̂)

s.t. LRikg =
∑
rs

(bikg/µrig)
ν∑

r′s′(br′s′g/µir′g)ν
LRrsg

where Θ = (Fg, δ
M
g , bikg), m(Θ) are the population-weighted average of the four moments above (2 for each group)

and m̂ their empirical counterpart. We bootstrap the standard errors across 100 replications.
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